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Lecturers
to strike
by Alastair Dalton

The Association of University Teachei:s (AUT), representing the majority of
academic staff at Edinburgh
University, is to stage a oneday strike next Wednesday to
protest against under-funding in university resources
and salaries.
The strike is likely to affect lectures, tutorials and laboratory
classes for many stude nts. AUT
members have been asked to picket the entrances to major University buildings, and not to take
classes.
Students are a lso being urged to
join the action by boycotting classes and not crossing picket lines
into academic facilities . Edinburgh
University
Students'
Association (EUSA) will be supporting the strike . but will be taking no action themselves other
than publicising the event.
It is unlikely, however, that
there will be picketing of the Main
Library or others, to allow
studeents to fulfil their work commitments. There is to be a meeting next week to decide what part ,
if any, library staff will take in the
action.
The main event of the day will
be a lunchtime meeting at Chambers Street U nion at I pm in the
Ballroom, which will be addressed by the AUT National President, Alan Taylor Ru sen .
The national one-day strike will
be the first such action in. the
union's history. It follows a ballot
of the union's 30,000 membership
in December, which produced a
majority in favour of the strike, by
10,871 votes to 9,051.
Speaking to S1ude111, Dr Gfenys
Davies, AUT branch secretary at
Edinburgh University, said that
there was no indication as yet as to
how many of the J ,000 AUT
members here would obey the
strike call next Wednesday. The
AUT represents about a third of

of the AUT's Higher Education
Campaign, in which it has
declared itself strongly opposed to
tht: Government's current Green
paper, The Development of

Higher Education inlo the 1990s.
total EU staff, but a nigher proportion of lecturers and academics.
Next Wednesday's strike is part
Last November the AUTheld a
week of action on this issue which
included rallies in London and
Glasgow, and a deputation to the
Scottish Office in Edinburgh,The
union has called the Government's policy towards higher education "a dogmatic determination
to cut public expenditure, regardless of the long-term consequences for the economy''.
However, the AUT is also
deeply concerned about the low
morale of academic staff caused
·by the continual erosion of salary
l~vels and promotion opportunities. It claims that since 1979
academic salaries have fallen by
24 per cent compared to the cost
of living.

Just before Christmas. at a sold out
and_sweaty Glasgow Barro\\ land's.
Liverpool's finest product since
The Bealles - Echo and the Bunneymen - hit lop form with a
superb performance. For Keith
Camerson·s review and John
Lindsay's picture. turn to.
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Edinburgh Travel Centre, which is owned by EUSA, was presente
with a trophy by British Rail, in recognition of the Travel Centre's
having sold the highest number of rail tickets in the month preceding
Christmas.

GM goes to Pollock
The first General Meeting oft he
spring Term is to be held on Monday the 27th of January in the Pollock Sports Hall, EUSA Secretary
Robbie Foy revealed today.
The change of venue from the
McEwan Hall to Pollock had
taken Foy virtually a term to secure, but he is hopeful that it will
prove valuable and increase attendance, especially amongst Pollock
residents who in the past have
proved reluctant to undertake the
long trek to George Square.
Although claiming to be "relatively satisfied" with the quorate
attendance at last term's AGM ,
Foy pointed out that this still only
involved some 5 per cent of Edinburgh students. By taking this
General Meeting to Pollock, Foy
hopes primarily to achieve

another quorate meeting. but this
time to involve a greater number
of Pollock tudents, particularly
first year students who constitute
some 68 per cent of Pollock ·s residents.
Foy also wants to undermine an
oft cited argument that EUSA is
in~ensitive to the needs of the
more peripheral areas such as Pollock a nd KB. By taking the General Meeting to Pollock he is
offering them the chance to air
their views publicly and. if the
Pollock SRC committees can
ensure a quorate meeting, give
them the chance to initiate binding changes. Similarly, Foy hopes
that in the future there will be a
General Meeting at KB .
Whilst he hopes the change of
venue and co-operation with Pol-

lock SRC committe~ will em,ure
a large turnout. the EUSA Secretary remains realistic. noting that.
"In the end it is the students themselves who will decide whether or
not the meeting will be quorate.
The EUSA has done its best to
ensure that this will be so.·· T he General Meeting itself will
largely be used as a platform to
launch
El,JSA ·s
"Education
Action Week", during which Foy
anticipates a week of guest speakers.
lunchtime
meetings,
demonstrations. and social events
calculated to increase popular
awareness of a variety of
educaitonal issues. To help launch
"Education Action Week" Fov
expects to get NUS Scotland President Alan Smart to speak.
Neil Forsyth

Researchers find sun -sores link
Recent research at Edinburgh
University indicates a link between sunlight and developing
cold sores and warts.
The research was carried out by
f?r Mary Norval, of the University's Department of Bacteriology, and Dr Sarah Howie.
. The cold sore virus, herpes
; 1mplex , may be carried by up to
Oper centofthe population. The
expenments suggest that sunshine
".'Iii lead no t only to an increased
likelihood of initial infection but
also a greate r chance of the reoccurrence of cold sores in those
Prone to them .
Dr Howie s uggested that the
Use of an ultra -violet creen such
as suntan lotion may he lp stop the

appearance of cold sores in
summer. Studelll would advise
those who feel 1hey are uninfected , and wish to remain so, not

to take a Cfub 18-30 holiday.
The study by virologist Dr Norval and her colleague Dr Howie.
an immunologist, shows that
small doses of ultra-violet radiation, less than would cause the
skin to burn, can lower the body's
immune defences.
Although the effect is temporary the skin is particularly vulnerable to infections in the period
three to ten days after exposure to
ultra-violet light.
While a great deal of research
has been done on the cold sore
and wart viruses and the effects of
ultra-violet light, Dr Norval said.
"Nobody real
rs to have
effectively
ossible
search
interrelati

areas before ...
Herpes simplex. while no more
than a nuisance to the majority of
people. can be seriously disfiguring in some cases and even
dangerous if the immune response
is inactive for other reasons such
as with heart transplant patients
or
those
undergoing
chemotherapy.
Dr Howie. who has recentlv
been awarded a Senor Fellowship
by the Medical Research Council,
stated that although they had only
experimented with two common
and relatively harmless viruses it
is likely that "the skin would not
respond as effectively to any skin
virus as it would normally do".

Ian Robertson

If your fantasy is Ethel of East
Enders or Dex in Dynasty. then Stu
dent's new television column is for
you. Even if you go for Weekend
World or The World About Us
then it's still worth a look . Compiled by David Cline. the TV column looks at what's worth watching. and what must be missed!
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Crossword
Across and down. it'll spin you
round! Swdent welcomes the
return of its crossword on a regular
basis. Turn to the back page. and
'"·ork out the "Fat man·s radio frequency.. or wha1 .. Nods at
Oxbridge teachers".
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Chiefs dismiss goverment cuts Paper
The influential national
Committee of University
Vice-Chancellors and Principals is shortly to make major
recommendations to the Government advising drastic
improvements in the present·
system of student grants.

The Real Value of
Your Grant

2050
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The recommendations, which
will be fully revealed early this
term, will form part of the ViceChancellor's response to the Government's recent higher education Green Paper.
A significant proposal within
'the CVCP response concerns
parents who do not contribute to
the costs of their children's higher
education. They will now be
forced to pay up if the committee's proposals are accepted.
At present, under a voluntary
system of contributions which top
up SED and Local Education
Authority grants an estimated 40
per cent of parents do not assist
their
children
financially .
National Union of Students
figures suggest the figure may be
as high as 50 per cent.
The proposed CVCP scheme
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(Figures show each year's grant level adjusted by the retail price index to May 1985
prices, assuming 7% inflation , and using the 1985/6 grant as a cbmparability. Extracted
from: EUSA Financial Advice Guide.

would include a restoration of the
level of the value of student
grants, which have declined by
almost a fifth since the Conservatives came to power in 1979.
One of the main aims of the
NUS, to which Edinburgh University is not affiliated, has been
to free students from dependence

Tea bag cancer
The American tobacco company, US Tobacco , has offered to
pay students up to £30 per 1110nth
to help promote their controversial product Skoal Bandits which
allegedly causes oral cancer.
The oompany has approached a
number of universities and colleges and has offered to sponsor
activities in return for promotional opportunities. It has also
attempted to recruit students to
promote the product on campus.
Skoal Bandits, pouches of
tobacco which are held in the
mouth between gum and cheek,
have been the subject of extensive
controversy since the government
paid US Tobacco £1 million to
establish a factory in East Kilbride
to produce · them. This was
described on the BBC Scotland
programme The Reid Report as
"like sponsoring the introduction
of AIDS into Britain".
The product is widely believed
to promote oral cancer, which can
lead to facial disfigurement and is
.difficult to treat. It has recently
been banned in the Republic of
'Ireland. Labour MP George
Foulkes is also tabling a House of
Commons motion calling for similar action in the UK, and the IBA
has banned television advertising
of the "tobacco teabags".
~ International Agency for
Cancer Research has said that
there is "sufficient evidence" that
use of this type of product is carcinogenic and Dr Charles Gillis of
Glasgow's Cancer Surxeillance
Unit states that the "causal
relationship between use ( of this
type of product) and oral cancer is
proven".
Interviewed by Student, US
Tobacco's marketing director, Mr
John Walter, strongly denied
these claims. "Smokers' tobacco
is part of a scientific controversy,"
he said and claimed that "no one
knows the cause of oral cancer".
Asked if, given this concontroversy, he would accept that
there was a possibility of
risk, Mr Walter said that he did
not accept this. Student then
asked if he was saying that there
was no possibility of risk? Mr Walter said he was not, and "would
not have words put into my
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The1 decline in the value· of the student grant since 1979 is illus
trated in the graph, which shows a 17 per cent fall up to this year.

mouth" . He then repeated his
claim of a "scientific controversy"
and cited a number of scientific
opinions to· the effect that there
was no proven risk.

Graphic.: Gary Duncan
.
.
. .
on parents. Umvers,ty Pnnetpal
Dr Joh~ ~urnett strongly supports this view _and, m, a feature
mterv1ew,,
this_ week s Studem
says that t_h1s nd1culous nonsense
of expectmg people who are
regarded as adults to have a
parental contribution should be
overcome".

.

m

Consensus amongst CVCP.
members is that the present grants
system is a "shambles". They are
particularly angry that the Governroerit abandoned its own
grants review last Nove_mber after
the Cabinet vetoed the idea of student loans for the coming
academic year 1986/87.
·
Speaking shortly before Christmas a committee spokesperson
said'. "The existing system is in an
advanced state of decay. The level
of support for students i~
inadequate, and will be even more
so if the current rate of erosion
continues. The Government is not
facing up to its responsibilities."
The idea of loans still com-.
mands
support
amongst
backbench Conservative MPs
who point out that most Western
-countries operate some kind of
successful loans scheme. Opposition politicians, however, feel the·
threat of student loans is as strong
- as ever, and will be a particularly
realistic threat in the immediate
aftermath of the next General
Election, should the Conservat'v win a third clear term 0 {
•f;s
O ce.
Devin Scobie

Graduate prospects
•
improve
The employment situation for
graduates of Scottish universities
has
improved
considerably,
according to a report published by
the Scottish Education Department.
The report, First Destination of
University
First
Degree
Graduates, shows hat of Scottish
university graduates last year,
more than half were in permanent
employment by the end of the
year: an improvement of 4 per
cent on the previous year. Thirty
per cent of graduates continued in
full-time study.
The improvement in graduate
employment came in spite of

increasing numbers of graduates
from Scottish universities - up by
16 per cent since 1978, to 13 per
cent of the UK total.
The Director of Edinburgh
University's
Careers
and
Appointments Advisory Service
told Student that the national
improvement was reflected in
Edinburgh's situation. In 1983,
11. 9 per cent of Edinburgh
graduates were unemployed ' at
the end of the year , and this figure
had decreased to 8.4 per cent last
year. This year's figures are due
out within the next few weeks and
prospects are good for a further
improvement.
Gary Duncan

damned

Delegates . at last month's
National Union of Students conference in Blackpool condemned the
Government's Green paper on
Higher Education and its propos-.
als to reduce students' entitlement
to welfare benefits.
The conference was united in its.
opposition to the Green Paper,
which sets out proposals for t be
rationalisation of universities and
colleges, due to an expected fall in
the demand for student places
towards the end of the decade.
An NUS spokesperson told
Student that "if the Green Paper is
merely an exercise in containing
and shrinking higher education, it
is not to be co-operated with ." He
said that the NUS would be joining with teaching unions, local
authorities, and institutions themselves to oppose the Green Paper.
The conterence passed a
motion calling for the introduction of a statutory minimum.
award for all non-school students
over 16.
In addition , Friday 24 January
has been declared a day of action
by the NUS to draw attention to
the continuing fall in real terms in
student grants and the Government's current review of social
security benefits , which will
penalise students.
Students will be lobbying MPs
on that di3y as they return to their
constituencies for the weekend .
The NUS also plans to alert the
parents of students to the likely
effects of these Govetnment measures, especially because oi the
significant effect parent pressure
had on forcing Sir Kewitb Joseph
to withdraw part of last year's
grants proposals .
Amongst other motions passed
at the conference was one supporting the current NUS policy
towards South Africa , that of
maintaining links with opposition
groups only through ·the ANC
(African National Congress) and
SW APO (South West Africa
People's Organisation). This was
in the face of proposals to estab'lish direct links with trade union
and student movements there,
which was defeated .
Alastair Dalton

Mr George Foulkes

Mr Walter was also asked
about his university marketing
policy. He could not say whether
his company had approached
Edinburgh University, or whether
it would in the future. The university promotional scheme was just.
part of the company's normal
marketing operations and Mr
Walker denied that US Tobacco .
had engaged in over-aggressive
selling.
Asked about the recruitment of
students to promote the product,
Mr' Walker said that students
would not be selling the product
but were only required as "auxiliary promotional personnel".
He denied that his university campaign had been wholly unsuccessful, despite numerous rebuffsa
reported in the press. Some positive responses had been received ,
he claimed.
Alison Hillhouse, speaking on
behalf of the organisation Action
on Smoking and Health , told Student that "you cannot trust what
these people say", and warned
students against using the product.
Students' Association Deputy
President Harry Elwin said that so
far no approaches had been made
to EUSA, and that there was no
possibility that this product would
be put on sale in the Union shops.
Gary Duncan

Students urged to join
Social Security protest
Students returning after the
New Year are being asked to protest at further financial attacks.
The latest assault on student living
standards comes in a recent Government Wl)ite Paper entitled ,

The Reform of Social Security,
which aims to cut student entitlement to both Housing and
Supplementary Benefits.
A meeting of the Scottish
Grand Committee (which all
Scottish MPs will attend) on Monday Jan 20th offers the National·
Union of Students its first opportunity to organise a protest against
the Government proposals. Alan.
Smart, President of NUS (Scotland) , admitted that arrangements were still being made , but
hoped that with adequate publicity a large turn out could be
achieved.
The Committee will be meeting
in the Assembly Building in
. ltegent Road , to debate the
recently
published
STEAC
Ri;port on higher education in
Scotland.
Further action is planned on
Friday 24th with a national lobby

by students of their local Constitutencies, and of Party Headquarters in London.
The Government published the
White Paper at the end of last
term. Alan Smart believes that
the timing of this was a deliberate
attempt to delay student reaction.
If the proposals go ahead it will
be the first step towards making
students wholly dependent on

• Remove Supplementary and
Unemployment Benefit from all
full-time students during the short
vacations.
• Exclude students living in h alls
of residence from claiming Housing Benefit.
• Simplify the administration of
claims for Housing Benefits by
abolishing reassessment during
the year.
•Limit payment of Housing
Benefit when students are absent
in the long vacation.
These plans mean that studen_ts
could lose up to £500 a year ,n
benefits - almost a third of the
total student grant.

their grants. The Government citsapproves of the present system
because of the cost and difficulty
involved in student claims. It is
estimated
that
student
Supplementary Benefit payments
during the short vacations alone
cost £4 million , plus a further £2
million for administration.
From next year, the White
Paper proposes to:

• EUSA has organised its own
response to the White Paper starting with a public meeting at
the Pleasance Theatre on We~nesday January at 3 pm.
is
hoped that speakers will include
representatives of the youth secA
tions of the major political parties.
Lorraine Telford,

r,

Tory MP resigns in protest

Keith sacks
lecturers

Grants-cut again
A senior Conservative MP has
resigned in protest over the Government's plans to make an effect
3112 per cent cut in the level of student grants, and to virtually eliminate social security entitlement.
Robert Rhodes James, MP,
was the Conservative Party's
liaison officer and a senior adviser
on matters relating to higher education. Shortly before Christmas
he walked out of the House of
Commons debate on student
grants saying, "There comes a
time when you have to say enough
Robert Rhodes James, MP
is enough. This squeeze on higher
education bas been going on long
enough, not only students but on claim social security benefits.
George Walden , MP, Under
parent~, and on universities themSecretary of State for Higher Eduselves.
The Goyemme nt plans to cation, admitted that there had
increase grants by around 2 per been a fall in the real value of
·cent - less than half the current grants . A total of 91 opposition
rate of inflation - and to with- MPs signed an "early day" motion
draw .from students the right to, ,deploring the Government's

announcement of a 3 112 per cent
cut in the real value of the student
grant.
Sir.Keith Joseph was unable to
speak to Student, but the Head of
Information at the Department of
Education said that Sir Keith "had
put nothing on the record" about
his feelings over Mr Rhodes
James's resignation. "This was a
political appointment," be said,
"and I'm a civil servant. The government have done a lot to push
money back into higher education
smce 1981, and students cannot
expect to escape from the cuts."
The Head of Information did
stress that legislation in favour of
student loans will not be forthcoming by the present Conservative Government at least between
now and the next General Election.
·
Devin Scobie

Potterrow aims to lose
".stabbing'' image

Sir Keith Joseph has put forward plans which would end the·
jobs-for-life status of some university lecturers. At present most universities rule that lecturers can be
dismissed only for "good cause".
This usually means "gross moral
terpitude" or serious inefficiency.
Under Sir Keith's proposals
universities could sack staff "for
reasons of redundancy or financial emergency", or for incompetence. This would apply only to
newly appointed staff, or permanent staff who have been promoted.
The proposals have been
attacked by the Association of
University Teachers. Miss Diana
Warwick, it~ general secretary,
said tha_t they. were "unnecessary
and extremely dangerous".
Professor Vandome, President
of the A UT , Edinburgh , told Stu-

dent that the right of tenure was an
important safeguard for academic
freedom. He claimed that in prac·tice the job security enjoyed by
University staff is similar to most
other professions, since so many
lecturers are on short-term contracts. "In practice very few actually have jobs for life."
He also said it was an extraordinary proposal since people who
are promoted immediately lose
their right of tenute. This means
that the lecturers who perform
best are more likely to be made
redundant should a university run
into financial difficulties .
The AUT has pledged to fight
what it sees as a serious threat to
academic freedom and the latest
in a series of attacks on higher and
further educaiton.
·
Guy Fisher

In the Stars

This term Potterrow hopes to services , and then in the confusion
improve its flaggi ng image and paint was sprayed over walls and
port for the Union is becoming
popularity with a new publicity pictures.
polarised and wants to attract
campaign aimed at attracting
One of the problems Potterrow
more st udents .
·
f
·
h
One of the plans insore is to
more stu d ents to its venues.
. a_ce! is t e number of non-stopLast year the Unio n was dog- dents who use its entertainments.
rename and revamp Friday's
ged by a series of mino r disrup- House Convener Claire McClinentertainment. To tie in with the
·
·
newly named Mandela Centre '
tmns,
a It hough each time
only a tock bas made a point of trying to
I
d
Th
Potterrow will now become the
·
few peop Ie were mvo ve .
e keep a check on those admitted ,
team eventua lly ended o n a low the Union rules state that PotterKasumo Club on Friday night
.
(called after American nightclub
note for Potterrow wh en Ch nstrow is only open to students at
of
the sixties which had links with
mas hoaxes got o ut of hand. The Edinburgh , Heriot-Watt and ·
· C o II ege.
the civil rinhts
movement) .
first ·inc·de
1
nt came w h en a faIse Napter
&'
report of multiple stabbings
But if non students are
Potterrow will remain an alter- .Sludents 'Spot the Comet' competition
Photo: Craig McNico/
Th
.
brought poIice
o nto the scene. excluded a further worry is that· native to Teviot and Chambers
ere is speculation that the o f the Royal Edinburgh Observat.
f
II
Street,
but
at
the
same
time
fulfil
A
Th1s was o owed later in the Potterrow no lpnger appeals to a
stronomy Department of Edin- ory.
its purpose as a Student Centre.
Both the Royal Edinburgh and
· w hen t b e chaplaincy fire wide enough audience . Ms .
evemog
.burg h U niversity may be propos·
M
Lorraine Telford
k
h
I
ff
I
a"':ar~m
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vatories are suffering from

Specialist research now in danger
Specialist treatment and
.research could be in danger
after the latest series of cuts
in University
spending,
according to a senior member
of Edinburgh University's
clinical staff.
Professor D o uglas Miller, of
the Universi ty's D epartment of
· Surgical Neurology, has voiced
concern that lower levels of pay,

comapred to National Health Service staff, will fail to attract suitably-qualified graduates to areas of
medicine such as his own and that
standards will fall as a result.
Since 1968 University medical
staff have had their pay linked to
that of consultants in the NHS ,
but this is set to change in the coming year with the government no
longer promising to maintain parity . Universities themselves will

0DEON FILM CENTRE
0DEON 1

have to find the money from their
existing budgets , which the University Grants Committee expects
to fall by 2% each year for the
next five years.
"It would be a disaster if we
couldn 't fill senior positions in our
departments ," said Professor Miller. " Why should people work for
t~e University and earn less, especially now that NHS consultants
facilities in Edinburgh have been

Cieri< St. 667 7331

NOW SHOWING
Hit Man + Hit Woman = A Hit Mafia Murder Movie
JACK NICHOLSON, KATHLEEN TURNER

PRIZZl'S HONOUR (15)
2 .55 (Exe. Sun .), 5.35, 8 .25. Programmes at 2.35 (Exe . Sun .), 5. 1 O, 8.00.

0DEON2

It' s a rough-tough-lawless time in this sparkling western

SILVERADO (PG)
2.45 (Exe. Sun.), 5.25, 8 . 15. Complete programmes at 2 .25 (Ecx. Sun.), 5.05, 7 .50.
NO SMOKING

0DEON3

SANTA CLAUS -

THE MOVIE (U)

Separate programmes at 2.15, 5.45, 8.15. Sunday 5.45, 8.15.
NO SMOKING
Pric e Concessions for Students/UB40 EXCEPT Friday/Saturday Evening .

GREAT MOVIES FOR THE NEW YEAR
From 17th January- DEFENCE OF THE REALM (PG)
From 24th January- ROCKY I ~
From 7th February-A CHORUS LINE (PG)

LATE NIGHT MOVIES AT 11.15 pm
25th, 31st January and 1st February
ROCKY IV (PG)

approached by Professor Miller,
and Mr Tam Dalyell, Labour MP
for Linlithgow, intends to raise
the matter in the House of Commons when it resumes next week,
claiming tjlat "the future of
·British mo::dicine is at stake".
There will also be an Early Day
Motion on the subject , which the
British Medical Association is
supporting.
Medical faculties throughout
the country have recently reacted
strongly against cuts , and In par-·
ticular Oxford University ha
attacked what it calls "premiditated Government policies which
will force estal>Iishments into a
four-year period of impoverishment. " In their submission to.the
UGC in Dece mber the University
complained that it was being
forced to make policy decisions
for the 1990s without knowing the
likely funding levels. "We are
being asked to show how we
should jump across a gulf the
other side of which we cannot
see," the report said.
Michael Moore

0

~~~d~d~~:fst! a~e~a:t~r:di~a~~~:
versity have put forward a proposal to the Science and Engineering Council (Sere) to transfer staff
from the Royal Greenwich Observatory to the University. It is possible that Edinburgh University
may take similar action.
Edinburgh University's Director of Public Relations. Ray Footman, said that. as yet, no such
proposal had been made , and the
University would not make any
definite plans until the report of a
·working group, set up by Sere to
investigate the situation. had been
submitted and considered. probaJly early this year.
He added. "There is no reason
to doubt the position of the
Observatory in Edinburgh," but
affirmed that the University·s
Astronomy Department does
already have close links with the
,,Id observatory.
Dramatic ' reductions
are
intended by Sere in its spending
on astronomy and the old observatories in order to transfer funds
Ito new areas of science, and its
costs could be reduced by amalgamating activities in this way.
Sarah Forsyth·
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Extra new mural
The bulk of the £40,000 needed
,to finance the new facilities for the
University's Exlra-Mural Department has now been raised by its
students.
In December, a suite of offices
and classrooms was opened by the
Earl of Dalkeith who named them
"The Buccleuch Rooms". The
department 's students had raised
£35,000 towards the cost, and one
student had made a personal
donation of£ I0,000.
The extra facilities will a!low
the department to expand the
number of extra-mural classes
held from l 06 to 121 , reflecting
what Mr Basil Skinner, the director of the department , described
to the Evening News as a "continuing upsurge in enthusiasm and
support for the university's work
in adult education".
The Department of ExtraMural Studies will be holding a

The question of apartheid in
South Africa was tackled at last
term's Annual General Meeting
by a motion ocntaining a number
of resolutions , all of which were
passed. These included mandating EUSA to twin with the ANC
(African National Congress)
school for South African exiles'
SOMAFCO (Solomon Maklangu
Freedom College) in Tanzania
and to raise money and consciousness for this.
SOMAFCO began after the
·soweto uprising of June 1976
when thousands of black South
Africans were forced to flee to
other countries due to police repression. The ANC formed
SOMAFCO to give these people
Inside the Department of Extra-Mural Studies. Photo: Craig Mc Nicol
the education and welfare they
public discussion on the subject of venue, 11 Buccleuch Place, is needed.
"Freemasons Today: Are They limited and advance reservation is The aim of the site is to create a
for
those young concern - there is nothing
Understood?" on 11th January recommended
makeshift about it and they are
from 11 am. Student will be cover- interested in attendin~.
,moving towards self-sufficiency.
ing the everit for next week's
Gary Duncan
issue. Accommodation at the

Thatcher Reich
Condemnation of the Government's Green Paper on Education
has continued. London University's senate recently passed a
motion deploring the Government's "narrow and wholly
mercenary attitude" towards universities.
Dr Geoffrey Alderman, who
proposed the motion. believed
that the degeneration of arts,
humanities and social sciences
;hawed an attitude towards edcation comparable with the German
authorities in Adolf Hitler's Third
Reich .
In a venomous speech referring
to the Green Paper , he stated:
"The entire philosophy of this
infamous document is that the
purpose of the university system is
to serve the economic plans and even more sinister the social
purposes of the government of the
day ...
Dr Alderman claimed that the

EUSA's twin

Lorraine Telford

At Nottingham University last
month , a leading official of the
Conservative Association there
was sacked for admitting painting
anti-Jewish and fascist slogans on
numerous campu walls.
Neil Mason , vice-chainnan of
the university's Tory Club, admitted that he painted swastikas and
National Front logos on the wall
-of a university-owned hall of residence . Slogans in German
declared " Death to the Jews" and
"Jews Out".
Mason has been suspended
from all lectures, and the university is to hold a full disciplinary
hearing later this term.
Extreme left-wing students,
however , at universities which
nave included Leicester, Hull and
Manchester. are alleged to have

sparked off a widescale surge of
The successful student-run
campus violence since the begin- University book agency has raised
ning of last term. Non-left-wing· £1,000 for Voluntary Service
poliiical meetings, particularly Overseas (VSO).
those held by Tory clubs, are
The donation , which was prefavourite.targets. Both verbal and sented to the Honorary President
-physical intimidation and co~- of the Edinburgh andSouth-East
frontation between supporters I ! Scotland VSO Group by Book
increasing.
Agency President Julia Ha ll , will
Conservative students allege to be used to sponsor David and
have been punched , threatened ' Diana Torrance, who will manage
with knives, and had cameras a vocational school in Papua. New
smashed by left-wing student Guinea , for two years.
extremists. Federation of ConserMr Torrance , a graduate of
vative Students chairperson , Heriot-Watt University, works
Mark Macgregor , who last term for the Edi nburgh City Parks
called former Tory Premier Department, and Diana TorrHarold Macmillan "a senile old ance, a business graduate, is an
goat" in an interview with Stu- Edinburgh accountant.
dent, ·said the "problem" was get
The money was raised from
ti ng worse .
commissions on books sold by the
'·Some of the young thugs ,'· the book agency, which is run by a
Federation said, "a re led by stu- student committee and is open
dent union officers whose grants eveily weekday in the Appleton
are paid in full by the taxpayer Tower, from I to2 pm .
Devin Scobie

STEAC higher education review published.

Uni devolution proposed
Devolution of the eight
main Scottish universities by
separating theni from their
English counterparts has
btt.11 proposed by a report
published by the Scottish Tertiary Education Advisory
Council (STEAC) in its
review of higher education in
Scotland.

Laura Kibby

. .
.. · VSO on
1
V 1c1ous
po 1tlcs the go
Student politics outside Edinburgh University have been continuing to polarise to vicious
extremes of the left and the right
over the past few weeks.

university system was being man:ipulated by the Government, to
provide graduates useful to their
own grasping society.
The London Senate on a less
i:motional but equally sombre
note concluded that the damage
being inflicted on art-based
studies could prove irreve rsible.

The pupils there are trained in
both production and organisation, providing skills and the
orientation for the future of South
Africa.
There is a great emphasis on
mathematics and the sciences
which are neglected io South
Africa, and an important place is
.given to the study of the development of societies and the history
of the struggles.
The ANC has another area f
Tanzanian land . At the moment it
is 7,500 acres of uncultivated
bush, but the ANC plans to build
ten villages on the site. The aim of
these areas is to create a society
based on democracy, co-operative deals and equality . In fact, it
aims to give these people everything which apartheid in South
Africa has denied them.

This proposed body would plan welcomed responsibility for Scoteducation needs and distribute tish universities passing to the
grants given by the Exchequer to 'Scottish Secretary. "We believe
the SEO for both universities and this
recommendation,
if
colleges. Resistance to this could implemented, would give our
come froin those who consider Scottish universities a much greathat the change would bring no ter opportunity for innovation
genuine advantage as ong as the and amuch sharper Scottish idenTreasury in London decides the tity."
amount of money to be allocated
A mixed reaction has come
overall.
from the universities themselves.
However , the STEAC wants Opponents of the report are
This is the most radical of the 23
main recommendations. how- three safeguards to overcome thought to be Edinburgh , St
ever. a number of points come this. Firstly, a government agree- Andrews and Aberdeen Univerinto conflict with Sir Keith . ment for a satisfactory transfer of sities, while Strathclyde, GlasJoseph"s Green Paper on higher, funds from the Department of gow. Stirling and Heriot-Watt
Education and· Science to the Universities are strong supporeducation.
The report's main recommen- Scottish Secretary. Secondly, a ters . Reasons for support seem to
UK-based
peer be the increased negative treatdation is that a body should be set satisfactory
up in Scotland which would incor- review system for teaching and ment of universities by the Lonporate the eight Scottish univer- research in Scottish universities, don-based Department of Educasities with higher education col- and thirdly, adequate safeguards tion and Science. To many, any
leges under the auspices of the in relation to Scottish universities' alternative to the British system is
considered to have become
Scottish Education Department access to research funding.
The Scottish Secretary, Mr increasingly appealing with the
(SEO).
This contradicts the present George Younger, welcomed the threat of an annual grant cut of 2
system whereby the Scottish uni- report but said that he wanted to per cent.
versities are controlled from Lon- receive comments before taking
The proportion of students
don by the Department of Educa- any decisions. Labour's Scottish from outside Scotland is an area of
tion and Science, which serves the spokesman , Mr Harry Ewing, high uncertainty. According to
went further, saying _he greatly the report. the tendency seems to
whole of Brita\n.

oe mat wnen tnglish universities
are oversubscribed, English students turn to Scottish universities.
However , there is a marked dif-.
ference in numbers at each institution. For example in 1983-4, 58
per cent of St Andrews University's students came from outside
Scotland, while only 15 percent of
Olasgow University's students
did. The report suggests that
moves to reduce the difference in
home and away grants could
change this.
The STEAC report also commments on tailing student numbers
in Scotland, which it predicts will
fall by 24 per cent to 13,600 in the
next ten years.
There is marked difference in
tone between the STEAC report
and the Government's Green
Paper on Higher Education. The
STEAC report adheres to the
Green Paper's call for a closer
alignment of higher edcuation and
industry, but whereas the Green
Paper seeks to lower expectations, the STEAC report recommends that greater participation
in higher education should be
Laura Kibby
encouraged.

a

ESCA
clean-up
The Students' Charities Appeal
is starting off the new term with a
full programme of events to keep
'the 1985-86 fund-raising momentum going .
1n their efforts to raise money
by (nearly) any means at all, volunteers will this Saturday be
gathering at ESCA's Guthrie
Street offices before venturing out
onto the streets to clean up busstops throughout the city. Participants are asked to being their
own bucket and mop, but will be
supplied with coffee to revive
themselves afterwards!
Apart from the project, students will be able to raise money
in a more conventional way at the
1986 Rainbow Rag Ball on Saturday 18th January in Teviot Row
which is to feature 'Blues 'n'Trou_ble' and 'The Dohnuts'. [sic]
This year's fund-raising is art to
a good start, according to ESCA,
with over £450 raised by the carolsingers at the end of last term.
There ought to be a full report on
this and plans for the next couple
of months at the General Meeung
in Chambers Street at 7.30 pm on
Monday 13th January .
Michael Moore

Chinese puzzle unresolVed

Folk in

Robert Stern is a third year undergraduate studying Chinese. University is being obiiged to cut
He writes from a student's perspective about the controverosy departments in order to save
surrounding lecturer John Scott's suspe!)sion from the mo~ey, the cost of replacement
teachers h1;s run into thousands of
Jlepartment.

March

A panel of Senatus assessors
has ruled that Mr John Scott, a
lecturer in the Chinese Department who has been suspended
since September 20th , should be
reinstated in his form e r position.
The panel upheld charges of
"serious misconduct" against Mr
Scott. According to a University
spokesperson the panel members
unanimously concluded that Mr
Scott, who joined the University
when the Chinese Department
was established 20 yea rs ago, "had
been guilty of serious misconduct ,
·that the decision to suspend him
was fully justified, and recommended that be be given a severe
reprimand and final warning".
Vice-Principal Brand, chairman of the Staff Committee which
suspended Mr Scott , declined to
add any further comment on the
proceedings until the committee
m~ets agai n o n Jan uary 20th. This
further meeting will receive a
report of the hearing.
Mr Scott, howeve r , has told
Student that the principal charge
against him was "allegedly being
abusive over the phone to a
member
of
the
Chinese
Embassy" . This is a c!Jarge which
Mr Scott has con_stantly denied.
Until the University explains
how it is "fully justified" to throw
a Department -into aoademic and
administrative chaos at two weeks
notice , it will be open to the
charge of serious irresponsibility
towards
its
students. The

Mr John Scott, the man at the centre of the
academic damage resulting from
Mr Scott's suspension has been
extensive.
The Chinese Department is
meant to have four lecturers, but
in August it was known that Dr
Chimney, the Head of Department , would miss at least a term
due to illness. Following Mr
Scott's suspension, an already
understaffed department, with
almost twice as many first year
students as ever before , was left
with a full-time staff of two . Even
when some other lecturers had
been found , third a nd final students were still receiving only
two-thirds of required teaching
hours .
Moreover. at a time when the

row. Photo: CraiR McNicol

pounds. One lecturer, tor example is being flown up from London
each week for only four hours of
teaching.
Much of the information that
students have received has been
contr~dictory. At a meeting with
the Principal in October, they
• were assured that the Chi nese
Department was a " protected"
department , ancr therefore in no
scrapped
danger of being
altogether. In subsequent meettile
Dean
ings, ho,vever,
repeatedly raised the possibility of
scrapping the department. · He
also told siudents that as fa r as the
University was concerned, Mr
Scott h_ad '\Yalked under a bus"
on September 20th. and that to

have taken action to recruit
replace ment teachers before them
would have been to prejudge Mr
Scott's case. In January of last
Despite recent uncertainty, this
·year, however, the Department
,applied to the Leverhulme Trust year's Edinburgh Folk Festival
for a research grant , naming Mr will now definitely be going ahead
Scott as director of a project on at the end of March.
The ten-day festival , whi ch is
(he 17th century critic and heretic Jin Shengtan. In June, the due to be centred around EdinTrust a.warded the project a burgh Uni versity's Teviot Row
record £37,500 grant , but both the Union as usual. will run from
research associate's contract with .March 28 to April 6, and with
the University , signed two months e ven more performers than last
before Mr Scott's suspension, and year.
Folk Festival director Robin
the October issue of Bulletin ,
named Dr Chimneny , a specialist Morton told Swdent that there
in 20th century literature , as had been particular difficulties
director. (I n academic terms, this this year with attracting sponsoris rough ly equivalent to asking a ship for the event 9ue to the effect
lecturer in Italian to direct a pro- of the Commonwealth Ga mes,
ject on Pliny). This was at least whi ch are to be held in Edinburgh
predicting that Mr Scott would in Jul y.
Mr Morton said that· the latte r
walk under a bus. if not prejudghad acted ·'like a vacuum cleaner ..
ing his case .
Further administrative prob- in suck ing up almost all the ava ilalems have arisen through having ble sponsorship money , an operathe Dean as acting Head of tion which was being masterDepartment fo r most of the past minded by some "very. very big
summer term and all of the winter guns in London··.
T his had made it extre mely difterm. As H ead of Department, he
has been responsible for locating ficu lt to· attract new sponsors to
and
assessi ng
replacement the Folk Festival. Mr Morton
·teachers , "sorti ng out some prob- said.
However, other sponsors, such
lems" of second year students during a we<!k Jong trip to China in as Scottish and Newcastle BreNovember,
and
charing weries . had pulled out because
the examiners committee for they did no t feel that they were
assessing degree exam~. This is getting a n adequate return in
expecting a Jot from someone who terms of increased beer sales . But
adniits "not knowing a word of he added that the Bank of ScotChinese. " During all this time .land had been very pleased with
there has been minimal consulta- :rs invoJJ'ement last year. and had
tion with Dr Dolby and Mr Dow, subsequently decided to increase
the rem"!ining lecturers in the its sponsorship.
Chinese D epartment.
Alastair Dalton

On tap in selected bars and publ ic houses will be McEwans 80 Shilling cask-conditioned ale.
Over 100 years old and still brewing, and when you find it in a bar, dare we call it a fringe benefit?
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Comment

"Carlng Tory" on the FCS

, published by EUSPB.

Established in 1889

Image counts
Image is all-important these days. Witness the award
,. of a Knighthood to Gordon Rees, the man behind the
"marketing" of Mrs Thatcher's political image. The
image of Potterrow at the moment is not good. To many
people, l'otterrow has the Jekyll-like daytime appearance of being a handy and popular place to take a break
the other demands on-their time. To many of those ·same
people,nowever, the night-time Hyde-like Potterrow is
populated by seemingly threatening Goths and trendies
who don't fit in with their idea of a good night out.
Everyone is entitled to use Potterrow, whatever his or
her hairstyle, as long as he or she is at Edinburgh or
from any other 'instihition whose students are admitted
by someone according to Union rules. It appears, however, that over the past few months disruptive elements
have managed to get into Potterrow during evening
events, and it is believed that recent outbreaks of trouble
stem from such people. It is absolutely vital that admittence to Potterrow is very tightly-controlled, in order to
ensure_that only those who are entitled to get in do get in
to Potterrow. In that way, it should be more easy for
authorities to identify and isolate trouble-makers. The
Mandela Centre house committee must realise its repsonsibilities in this area, ifit has not already done so.
Claire McLintock, House Convener, is absolutely right
to work to try to improve the image of Potterrow, but in
a sense she is trapped in a vicious circle. She, and her
committee, want people to go to their events as an alternative to Teviot or Chambers Street. But people should
not be allowed in at any price. Trouble.-makers must be
clamped down on, and entry to Potterrow must be controlled. If that affects attendances - and therefore
income -at Potterrow, then that is a price worth paying,
for in the long-term people would be attracted back, and
then income would be restored. Claire McLintock said in
her election address last May that she would listen to any
student who wishes to comment on what goes in at Potterrow. If you care, then you should let her know what you.
think.

Dear-Student,
I think I rather like being called
i "caring Tory" , but I must take
,ssue with Andy Manders on a
:ouple of points .
First , my main bone of contention with the FCS was not in
regard to their lack of Tory ethics
(though that did come into it) , but
:m the grounds of their mud-slinging at Harold Macmillan . However , 1 fear that Andy's talk of
"twisted realities" and "scarred
minds" falls into the same category. Morals merely being relative,
their opinions are as valid as mine.
It was their arrogance that. was
objectionable.
Second , not all the new Tories
are heartless monsters. Many
genuinely do believe in the fairness of the free market. If they
don ' t wear "Hang Mandela"
badges, it's probably because they
don't wnat him hanged. Like you,

Good luck! ,

I'm tired of being fobbed off with
half-truths about how we're keeping 30 blacks in work by not applying sanctions; but the sad fact is
that were santions introduced ,
certain business interests would
make life impossible for any
British government. There is little
concrete evidence to indicate that
a Labour or Alliance government
would act in a significantly different manner from the present
one. The degree of its "conser·
vatism" thus becomes irrelevant.
Moreover, there is no such
thing as "textbook" conservatism
anyway . Unlike socialism , which
finds itself hemmed in to some
extent by monotheistic doctrine ,
conservatism (with a miniscule) is
more of a mood than a rule book .
It is simply a vaguely definable set
of values , as opposed to a set of
dogmatic beliefs . Certainly this
makes.it flexible , but it also opens

conservatism to abuse by those
who merely append the name to
themselves. But having no little
red book to fall back on , who a m 1
to denounce them as impostors?

But that said, they cannot do
the same 19 me. Thus my prediction . and . hope is that "caring
Tory1sm " 1s merel y out of fashion
not dead . There are still plenty of
wets "suffering silently" within
the party , and not all the up-andcoming young Conservatives
deserve Privat Eye's " New Boys"
tag. To quo te dr Robert Anderson (he's my director of studies
a fter . all), " Old-st yle Toryism
genuinely believed in equality of
opportunity, and tried to make it a
reality .... " I don 't think that wi ll
be forgotten. Finge rs crossed .
Yours,
Douglas Munro

Scrap most EUSA elections

Dear Student
Dear Student,
Since it is still just about the end
- I've become very disillusioned
of the season of (alleged) good
with student politics recently , and
will and all that stuff, I was sorely
the more I think about it the more
tempted to write and wish you lot
it seems that you , and all those
well in what we read will be new
people in the EUSA offices, and
on the SRC, are just playing at
premises. Alas I'm not going to ,
as it's suddenly struck me that a ll
politics. You' re the " lobbycorresover the world thousands of millpondents" - who know whats
going on, but wont print it, in case
ions of starving people are dyi ng
a nd all you lot can think of spe ndyou get done fo r libel , o r publicaing thousands of quid on tre ndy
tion of the truth. But at least you
provide a service to your readers ,
new offices. Bloody ridiculous I
call it. Although I must confess to
whici is more tha n can be said for
buying your grubby rag every
all those awfully important people
week, I still cannot think fo r the
on the SRC.
like of me whyt. Why have we had ~ Fo r a sta rt yo u've got the sabto wait all bloody term before getbaticals, who I'm sure are all very
worthy people. But why are they
ting a decent picture o n the front
cover. Jolly mad-cap Jobnn B giving up a year oftheir lives just
for us. If only they would admit
o ur loveable Mr Persona lity Principal in patriotic gear? We
that had an ulterior motive in
should be proud ofhim. And what standing for e lection - to fi ll a
CV, to avoid unemployment, or
a bo ut all these sensationa list
headlines. "Ediifburgh Unive rsity
whatever - it would make life
Could Close". Typical moneymuch more refreshing. olf course,
grabbingSTUDENThascks. [f all
i'm sure D evlin , E lwin , Foy, and
e lse fai ls, stoop to the depths of
Pollock are doing their best, and
mega-sensationalism . We want
have to achieve something for the
more.
students of this University. But
Anyway, I've hads enough
who cares? If the Executive had
glory filling up anothe r space in
been made up of any o ther combithe rag , have fun at 48 folks . . . .
nation of people, nothing would
Yours in disgrace,
Gilbert McTavish
2nd year Astrophys iucs and
Sanskrit

havbe been differe nt. Their job is
too big to be learnt in a year.
Although much is said about the
power of the Permanent Secretary , it does - as Yes Minister
shows - exist. The four sabbaticals have a tough job if they want
to achieve something, and so very
few of them succeed at anything
they rea lly attempt to do to boring
about changes Dr Fishburne is
very capabre , but he has his view
of the Association , which is aslong term as every student 's is
short ter(!l - four years , basically.
And who cares about Faculty
Reps, Un ion House Committees,
and the like? They're all very well
meaning but cant change a thing. I
congratulate them all on their
efforts , buit isnit it time we gave
up the farce of constant elections,
a nd instead elected only two committees. One to represent students interests to the University
authorities , and the other to
supervise the appointment of a ·
series of full-time staff to run
EUSA.
Yours etc,
John Parker

Win a free holiday

Banned
Aid
Map by Shona Finlayson
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De ar Student,
Allow me to be the umpeenth
of many to jump onto the bandwagon, but I feel I must express
through the pages of your newspaper my utter disgust and contempt at Bob Geldofs disgraceful
absence from the New Year honours lists.
I accept _the long-haired
Irishpop singer is neigher a British
subject. nor someone who may
have given a sixeable porportion
of his last ten years salary to the
Conservative Party. But I do feel
that it makes me ashamed to be
British when I think that man like
Bob can raise half the national
debt, and make Britain his
adopted country of residence, in
the process of saving lives by the
tens of thousand yet still be denied
the simplest of honour by our
country. It is a disgrace and I
know hat I for one, as a lifelong
member of the Conservative
Party , will never dream of voting
for Thatcher and her sychophantic minions ever again.
Yours faithfully ,
Kerry

Hall

Do you know the difference between a slalom and a downhill
race; where is Scotland's White Lady? Check your skiing
know-how in Student's competition next week. The prize is a
holiday for two in an Austrian ski resort. The seven day break
has been donated by the Edinburgh Travel Centre in Bristo
Square. 'see next week's Student for the questions and you
could win some unexpected skiing this season.

STUDENT BOXES
All letters, items for 'What's On'
unsolicited articles, accommodation
and small ads. can be left in any of
the Student Boxes situa.t ed around
the University (including the Union
Shops): They will be emptied at
1.00 pm every Monday .
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Film

Visions of the past
In a special three-in-one Film Page Anthony Harwood takes
a took at three epic films on offer this week. Whether you're
into gay hussars, fast-drawing cowboys or tales of social ills in
Post-war Britain there's something for you at one of Edinburgh's three main cinemas.
from the celebrated director of
the Hungarian new cinema,
Istvan Szabo (Mephisto, Tales of
Budapest,
The
Hungarians)
comes an inspired and thoughtful
account of the meterioic rise
within the Austro-Hungarian
army of Colonel Redl (Film house)
and his mysterious suicide in 1913.
Based on John Osborne's play A •
Patriot for me, not only is this a
fascinating study of a remarkable
man but also a lucid account of the
mood of Eastern Europe on the
eve of WWl and the growing
internal disaffection with the
Habsburg monarchy.
As in most of his feature films
over the past twenty years,
Szabo's film deals with the
psychological need of man to be
secure in the same way that he
needs food, water and oxygen.
Not unlike Conrad's Razumov
who is constantly wrought by his
need to confess, Red! similarly
fights a daily battle to disguise his
"lowly social background and
homosexuality in an environment
where only heterosexual aristocrats are acceptable From promising cadet in military college to
head of military intelligence ,
Redl's use of the army as a vehicle
for slithering up the social scale
soon falters under this constant
pressure of maintaining a facade.
From the start he forges a
strong, patriotic, almost religious,
allegiance to the Emperor. His
adoption of a strict moral code for
the military in pursuit of his

coveted goal becomes obsessive
and only alienates him from his
fellow officers whilst his repressed
homosexuality ultimately provides them with their chance to set
him for ruin . In one particularly
impressive scene when he is
ordered to 'do the decent thing'
and commit suicide having betrayed his country , Redl charges
round the hotel room like a
fri~htened hull clinging to his life
Whilst the troops wait in silence in
the streets below. Never sure
whether he will go through with
the _act or come out blazing, the
audience is drawn into a chilling
scene which caps Brandauer's
towering performance.
. Klaus Maria Brandauer is magnificent as Red! as. is Aramin Muller- Stahl as the thoroughly distasteful Archduke Ferdinand and
Gudrun Landgrebe as the sister of
Ku_bini , Redl 's fellow military
cad_et, erstwhile friend , antagonist
and real object of desire.
Although Redl's homosexuality is

only really implied (unlike
Osborne's play which is more
explicit on the Viennese dragball
side) the themes of anti-semitism,
moral decay within the army and·
general collapse of Eastern
Europe into World War are vividly portrayed without being troo
ambiguous in I.h eir complexity.
Szabo's fau ltless story-telling
provides a chilling account of a
man selling his soul to the state in
return for security and social
acceptance. Colonel Redl is a
refreshing, if lenghty, study of
one man 's struggle in a world to
which_ he ::io_esn't belong. Visually
stunning with first class photo,
graphy by Lajos Kiltai , it's one of
the most impressive films about.

Heading several thousand miles
away due west and at roughly the
same time that Red! was leaving
military academy we hit upon the
setting for another epic adventure. Silverado (Odeon) is more
of a return to the Western style
prompted by Sam Peckinpah in
the 60's and 70's that the earlier
ones of Hawks, Ford and Mann.
Certainly. it contains the relevant
sense of nostalgia for the
American past and the spirit of
the frontier necessary to recall
the best Western traditions but in
its detailed and often confusing
plot with complex characters,
never sure of their identity or
moral standing, it deviates from

the more straightforward oldstyle gunslingers and comes much
closer to such Peckinpah creations
as Pat Garret and Billy the Kid:.
Written , produced and directed
by Lawrence Kasdan , the complete filmmaker in control of his
material from start to finish in the
correct auteur tradition, Silverado
is a fe~st of entertainment never
failing tQ produce the necessary
Western ingredients of spectacular outdoor cinematography (shot
in New Mexico), cattle stampedes, shootouts, fist fights,
saloon bar gamblers and the
inevitable triumph of good over
evil. The film foUows the adventures of four men who meet ,
diverge and realign for set pieces
on their way to the smaU town of
Silverado. The laconic, resourceful Emmett (Scott G lenn) first
teams up with Paden (Kevin
Kline) whose uncertain attempts.
at going straight later mirror his
uncertain loyalties and whose
soft-heartedness makes him more
a nice guy cowboy than a cold

blooded sharpshooter. In turn ,
Silverado is a refreshingly diffethey rescue Emmett's brother rent way of expressing sentiments
from the noose (a light-hearted of comradeship , loyalty and honFairbanks-type character who's our from what we have become
only really in it for the fun, played accustomed to. Indeed , when (if
by Kevin Kostner) and team up ever) was the last time you saw a
with a black cowboy (Danny full-blooded Western on the Big
Glover).
Screen? All hail the return of the
The perennial Western theme cowboy.
of 'forever moving on' is maintained throughout as the Fab Four
rush from one set-piece to
another. In their ceaseless quest
Plenty (ABC) was frankly too
action they do slightly leave the muddled and overblown to waraudience behind musrng over why rant any eulogistic response on
this or that person was shot as the the scale of the preceding two
film veers marginally off the rails films. That 's not to say that it's a
but all straightens out good and bad film. Far from it , ti1e are four
proper as the final denouement or five great performances here
appraoches when our not unbat- but as a film it certainly didn 't
tered heroes confront the evil hold together nearly convincingly
McKendrick Mob.
enough.
In addition to this show of male
Adapted from the play by
bravado (women, of course ,
David Hare and directed by the
don 't know a barrel from a butt) Australian Fred Schepisi, Plenty
there are various forms of diver- is a somewhat disjointed study of
sion; as an English sheriff rigidly post-war Britain through the
upholding the law , John Cleese experiences of Susan Traherne
maintains his jurisdiction by walk- (Meryl Streep) whose exciting
ing into desecrated saloon bars
early life as a Special Operations
with the words " Now , what's Executive agent in occupied
going on here then? " as though he France ill prepares her for settled
were still in Torquay and Jeff life in Britain afterwards. In an
Goldblum plays one enigmatic attempt to escape the boredom of
gambler of no real significance at her husband's (Charles Dance)
all. Of the female entourage, routined life in the Foreign
there are two convincing, though
sadly
undeveloped ,
perfor- Office, she seeks solace and
mances , by Rosanna Arquette interest in a bohemian group
whose perkiest member, Alice
and Linda Hunt.

(Tracy Ullman) , she becomes
especially attached 10.Leavingher
job she becomes more and more
embittered at post-war London,
Labour's austerity programme
("worse than the war") and the
days of English plenty. Her
attempts to get Mick (Sting) to
service her with a child are a failure and it is not long before she
herself collapses.
After her release from a mental
hospital, her husband bravely
tries to maintain a hold on his
mariage and sanity and ahthough
initially successful in calming
Susan 's explosive temperament ,
he is unable to µalt her further
deterioration . Her sympath ies
with ihe demise of a senior d iplomat (john Gielgud) after the
1956 Suez Crisis reflect her
antipathy towards the nation in
general and in her contin ued selfish and uncaring man ner, she
destroys her marriage in order to
recepture some of the magic of
her former life with the Resistance in France. ln the end, it's
hard to find much sympathy for
her. After her early life-enhancing experiences in France, she
slowly, but quite deliberately ,
becomes a negative , destructive
force incapable of doi ng anyting
but cause pain to those who care
for her.
Plenty offers no solution, no
suggestion of an answer to its scathing diagnoses. It's a bold assessment of social ills by Hare but

doesn 't quite ring true enough to
be a genuine. authentic look at the
40's and so·s which is obviously
•what it is intended to be.
Nevertheless. as I said. not a bad
film at all. Streep. Dance. Gielgud. Ullman and Sting all turn in
quality performances which sadly
don ·1 all com~ together quite well
enough.

Books - Books - Books
Thousands and Thousands of them from
Scotland's Largest Bookshop
• TEXTBOOKS
PAPERBACKS
• EVERY SORT OF BOOK
.• PLUS LARGE STATIONERY
AND RECORD
DEPARTMENTS

I

•

James Thin
53-59 SOUTH BRIDGE, EDINBUR_GH
and at 29 and 31 Buccleuch Street and King's Buildings
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ITelev~sionl
Well it had to happen even·
tually - Student's very own
TV column. Here to bring you
all the latest news, views, previews, reviews and anything
else can find to fill in space
and keep you amused and
informed about all that's
best, and worst, in television.
Read on square eyes.

Pantomime!
ALADDIN
King's Theatre until 22 Feb.
They come, every deviant of
humankind, to witness this
epicentre of British culture. Born
of Italy , absconded by the Brits,
and part of the theatre scene ever
since, pantomime descends upon
us as an integral part of the
paraphernalia of Christmas. "It
means the hordes of people who
do not normally set foot in a
playhouse unless someone invites
them . . . are subjecting themselves to the risk which others are
used to taking," writes Eric Shorter as anintroduction to the Aladdin experience, no doubt condes•
cendingly patting the shapeless
head of some child. As they settle,
in their seats hours before the performance starts like lemmings
outside a January sale, the soft
rasp of an American voice can be
heard to say. "Do they have pan to
every night?'' While the rest of
Edinburgh theatre sleeps pantomine lights up the night.
"Well," I heard an English voice
say, "you didn't think you would
be doing this tonight. "
Only Aladdin's lamp can give
Abanzar-the baddy 8 the power.
he craves; the Geni of the Lamp.
Dastard! villain that he is, he will
do anything to woo Aladdin. He
almost succeeds .... doesn't ...
does .
. and in the end is
defeated, exiting the words "I'm
going home to England." Alan
Curtis is something of a megapanto-artiste, responsible for
making villains more attractive
than the heroes, buthis evil was
depressingly underdeveloped. He
immediately won over the audience on several levels; firstly
because he was running circles
around the limp and uninspired
Aladdin (Arthlene Allan), sec
ondly because he entertained the
adults over the heads of the children, and thirdly because he gave.
the children an excuse to make a
lot of noise.
But the best scripts were given
to Stanley Baxter as Widow Twankey, Aladdin ·s mother, and to a
lesser extent John Rampage as
Wishee Washee . Baxter was
nothing short of an incredibly
namboyant drag Queen. As he

MERLIN
Ro;il Lyceum Theatre
For once the blurb does not lie
- Merlin the Magnificent really is
"The Christmas Show That's
Magic" . Stuart Paterson's play
abandons most of the features stereotyped characters, unfunny
parochial humour and TV personality airing his ego - which tend
to make pantomimes the delight
of Brownie guides, and few
others. Instead. he has created a
real fairytale.
The storyline is strong, twisting
toward its inevitable end (see
photo) to include a wide variety of
magical incidents involving fabulous animals, magic coins and
dances, and, my favourite, Gripper, the troll. you might have
thought that children· brought up
on the phases and lasars of Star
Wars and co. would be unimpressed by the simple glitter and
tinsle of Merlin , but , in its own

stepped through a series of outrageous costumes reminiscednt of
the cabarets found in the back
streets of the gay world, swinging
his groin ii) the faces of the audience and culminating in the 'highway code strip', he delighted the
audience with his lack of propriety
and quite transformed my ideas
on Scottish sensibilities. "You're
a mouldy lot ... especially the little boys and the senior citizens,"
he declared. The depth of his
script with its numerous intimations and Baxter's nair at performing the part, completely and
utterly upstaged Aladdin. An
infallible guide to an actor's performance is the faces of the band
who have played with them every
night, and the qne time they
laughed was when Baxter ad libbed - but at that point the
trumpeter was off having a fag
break.
The numerous ideas of script
and costume in the performance
but which were lost on Aladdin
contrasted to the appauling
choreography
and
music.
Whereas most of the script I have
been effusing about passed over

the childrens' heads to a great
extent, the choreographed songs
were enough to send their heads
rolling into their sick bowls. They
were reminiscent of some of the
less memorable films and · Miss
Allan was forced to, in turn, perform as John Travolta and Julie
Andrews while around her,
behind her, on top of her, several
hundred figures performed a neoI 930s dance routine_ Princess TaiLu, whose hand Aladdin seeks,
played by Sarah Greene another underdeveloped character - was also dragged through
this treatment ... and suffered.
The production is greatly
enhanced by the King's Theatre
wide and deep stage. There were
something like sixteen scene
changes and although the sets
were slightly garish impressions of
African and Peking architecture
rapid movement from one scene
to the next ensured a momentum
without which three hours with
only one interval in the same stuffed auditorium would have been
unbearable.
Ben Simms

way . Merlin was just as effective.
Trap doors, ascending platforms
and shimmering curtains when
combined with excellent staging
and strong accompanying music,
proved enough to enable even the
'oldies' present to suspend their
disbelief.
Andrea Miller as Morgana Le
Fay was a very sexy witch - definitely in the Joan Collins school while Alexander West was Face,
her (for the most part) evil assistant had a marvelously acrobatic
Puckish magic about him. Merlin
tended to be rather cliche-ridden,
and, while it was a nice change to
· see the leading boy played by 3
boy, Arthur reminded me too
much of Keith Chegwin. On the
whole , however, the acting was
good.
Sir Hector as a hen-packed husband, Lady Baffy as his domineering wife, and Kay as their very
stupid son (we all shouted "Belt
up!" whenever he appeared)
were, however , all standard pan-

Had a good Christmas?
Another quiet festive season at
home with the family perhaps?
Thank God it's over. At least
there was the telly. Maybe I'm too
picky or didn't have enough to
drink, but I thought most of the
Christmas telly this was a load of
rubbish. I know it was Christmas
but wall-to-wall sit-corns and
soaps is not my idea of a holiday.
AnEI I couldn't believe they had
the nerve to put Ben Hur on again.
Still, most people seem to have
watched anyway. The BBC won
the all-important ratings war
hands down, with 15 of the top 20
programmes. Most popular show
was East Enders which nearly 20
million of us saw on Boxing Day.
But the best thing on telly just had
to be that amazing Christmas pudding with the cotton wool and the
motorized robins on it which the
Beeb used instead of the usual
[evolving globe. It was so tacky.
Well done BBC, another winner.

admirer of the show and praises it
throughout the previous series
Hacker never changes or does
anything except by accident. The
tragedy is neither do our real
elected representatives. Never
mind, let's laugh while the goings
good.
After the failure (sorry 'cult
success') of The Black Adder
Rowan Atkinson returns i~
another series - Black Adder U.
Set in Elizabethan England
Atkinson plays Edmund the Bastard great, great grandson of the
original Black Adder, a worldwary and ignoble sw~buckler.
Undoubtedly Atkinson can be
very funny as Not The Nine
O'Clock News showed , but the
The Black Adder was an expensive flop . So this time the series
was recorded in front of a live (as
opposed to a dead) studio audience and with a small cast, instead
of on location. Written by
Richard Curtis and Ben Elton
( who worked on The Young Ones)
the series is, according to
Rowan, "more zappy and anarchic" than the original, which he
wrote. Another cult hit, or will it
be funny? Tune in tonight (Thursday) at 9.30 pm on BBCl and find
out.
After being posponed for a
week the best programme on telly
-Spitting Image - returns to our
screens on Sunday (ITV 9 .45 pm).
Like all classic comedy shows

As Britain's politicians carefully guide this country down the
drain to Third World status its
reassuring that we can still laugh
at our leaders. For an insight into
this glorious democracy of ours
watch Yes, Prime Minister tonight
(Thursday) at 9 pm on BBC2. The
show continues in the same vein
as Yes Minister, with James
Hacker, MP, (Paul Eddington)
formerly the Secretary of State for
,Administrative Affairs now Prime
Minister attempting to actually do
something, while Sir Humphrey
Appleby (Nigel Hawthorne) ,
now in the exalted position of
Cabinet Secretary, tries to ensure
that Hacker doesn't rock the boat
by succeeding. Maggie Thatcher
is well known to be a great

some of the sketches are marred
by the fact they are completely
unfunny, but that minor quibble
aside, it hits more times than it
misses, especially when it's Maggie and her cronies who get it in
the neck . New victims promised
for this eries include Jeffrey
Archer, David Bowie and Derek
Hatton. Eighteen Spitting Images
are planned for 1986 in three
series of six. That's three Scotch
180s for the old video I reckon.

tomime bores - they did nothing
to further the story and provided
only the most predictable comic
scenes.
Merlin the Magnificent is an
excellent show - certainly not
only for children-for behind the
residues of modern pantomime
there is a real sense of the
enchantment of a good oldfashioned fairytale. Pure magic
(as we say in Glasgow) .
KasiaBoddy

theatre such a~ costume, lighting,
set design, sound, creative dance,
prop making, poster design "hit the public with more than a
photocopy" reads the pamphlet
- and are all free of charge, running from Monday to Saturda_y
each week . Donald Campbell 1s
giving " practical guidance in the
development of your own stage
scripts. "

7:84
Springwell House Centre
The 7:84 Theatre Company
are
resident
at
Scotland
Springwell House Centre for the
next two months, offering a series
of workshops and the chance to
help produce a play about
Springwell.
The workshops include areas nf

And finally. Apparently 98%
oif all households in this countryt
now has a telly. Worldwide there
are an amazing 425 million sets in
action - that's one for every ten
people. Fascinating.
Compiled by David Cline

The play is to be directrewd by
John Haswell who directed
'Basby in the bath water' for 7:84
at last year's Fringe, and has alo
worked for Wildcat. Springwell
House until 1951 was called the
' Magdehin Asylum for Fallen
. Women'; previous to this the 'Victorian Refuge for Women of Lost
Virtue' . . . those who the
authorities deemed could be
'saved'. Apart from exploring this
self-evidently explosive history
the play will analyse the concept
of giving charity - itself a provocative word.
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From Russia
with Polygon
Polygon is the publishing
imprint of EUSPB. David
Shankland, responsible for
editing Polygon's new Russian series, writes about the
boOkS and their prospects.
The Students' Association as a
whole would seem to be suffering
from the fall that cometh after
pride. It is all the more heartening
that Polygon Books, having had its
most successful year ever, should
be moving into the next with a
show of strength. It is now clear
not only that the students can run
a successful book publisher, but
also that Polygon, already a powerful force in Scottish literature, is
poised to become one of the most
influential publishing houses in
Scotland. .
It is symptomatic of the increasing vitality of the organisation that
just as large publishers are contracting their commitment to Russian publishing, Polygon should
be launching a major series of
translated works.

ses are a lack of continuity leading
to deadlines being missed, inexperience
sometimes proving
expensive and the necessarily
complicated administrative structure. The excellent staff though
sometimes stressed to the limit, to
a large extent alleviate these
deficiencies and one is left with a
balanced and efficient orgnaisation.
A practical result of this student/professional combination is
that whilst it was the students who
edited the manuscripts, our sales
representative sold all three
works to the Grove Press in
America at the Frankfurt Book
Fair. That a student association
publisher can sell a product to a
prestigious university press is a
triumph for all concerned. Clearly
Polygon has come a long way
since the struggles of the seventies
and is here to stay, not only to
contribute to the growing revival
of Scottish literature but to show
that general publislµng is still possible outside London.

The first of this series is
Love is the Heart of Everything
released later in the month and
Correspondence between Vlaconsists of The Voice of Prose, the
dimir Mayakovsky and Lili Brik
first volume of the collated shor- (191S-1930); edited by Bengt
ter prose of Pasternak, Love is the
Jangfeldt; translated by Julian
Heart of Everything, the corres- Graffy
pondence of Mayakovsky and Lili (Hardback £17.9S; paperback
Brik, and Bely's The Dramatic £9.9S; pp 336)
Symphony. Each of these works is
a significant contribution to RusI must ocnfess this one to being
sian studies in this country: the
Bely marking the end of the 19th my favourite. These letters are
century realist m9vement, the not "well written" in the literary
,Pasternak
drawing
together sense but have immense appeal
hitherto untranslated or aifficult and are full of playful variations
to obtain works, and the on Lili's name, drawings, pleas,
Mayaltovsky/Brik love letters reassurances and questions. But
showing Mayakovsky's great . in spite of this apparent incoherreliance on and providing fas- ence one receives a deep imprescinating source material on his
thoughts and life.

BORIS
PASTERNAK

The Voice of Prose
Volume I Early Prose and
Autobiography
Pasternak; edited by Christopher
Barnes
(Hardback £14.9S; paperback
£7 .9S; pp 272)

,
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Usher Hall
Saturday 4th January
.This · New Year concert bore
witness to the fact that "classical"
music isn't just for those with a
stiff upper lip and no sense of
humour. "[he SNO , under the
baton of Sir Alexander Gibson,
let its musical hair down and
entertained the audience in fine
style. The music of the Strauss
family tends to be written off as
too lightweight to be worth while
by self-styled "serious" musicians,
but who wants to be serious all the
time? The Usher Hall was virtually packed out by an audience
which had struggled through the
first snow of the winter to seek
light relief in the form of Viennese
music. I can assure you they got
their money's worth. The SNO
became a musical time-machine,
transporting the listeners back in
time to the cafes of 19th-century
Vienna where these dance
melodies were originally performed.
The emphasis of the concert
was entirely on having fun, but
this didn't detract from the standard of the orchestral playing;
there were few faux pas though
the percussion occasionally waged
an amicable war against sir Alexander Gibson's beat. This minor
point aside, however, the SNO
was completely under the conductor's control, particularly in the
"Pizzicato Polka 'm where the
string playing became so quiet the
audience was straining to hear the

music. From the very opening
bars of the "Die Fledermaus"
overture, the playing was crisp
and precise, with a welcome depth
and warmth in the string tone, and
with some fine wind soli, notably
from the horns. The melodies of
the various waltzes truly came
alive in this performance where
' the grace of the dance was suecessfully matched with a vivacious
sense of enjoyment.
The music of the Strauss family
is full of contrasts, and the SNO's
choice of programme made this
·abundantly clear. As well as the
dynamic contrasts within the
pieces themselves, there were
changes of mood and tempo from
the romantic flavour of the "Blue
Danube" waltz to the more boisterous "Tritsch Tratsch" and
"Champagne" polkas.
The "Perpetum Mobile" posed
the perennial problem of when to
stop, and the conductor appealed
to the audience's judgement while
the orchestra kept playing, and
the final surprise of the evening
came in the "Egyptian March ..
when the string players proved
their versatility and burst into
song!
the well-known "Radetsky
March" (with the audience joining in) and the "Thunder and
Lig_h tning Polka" concluded this
delightfully lighthearted and
relaxed concert. More ··serious...
but equally enjoyable. concerts
will resume on Friday 10th
January and the student
standby tickets are excellent value
at only £2 each.
Heather Foley
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Ten Scottish Nursery Rhymes,

LOVE IS 11-ffi HEART
OF EVERYfHING
Com,,.pon<

..,
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Happily though, it seems that
Vladimir Ma)akovskpnd LiG 8rik
the series will have an effect.
J915-l'H0
Reviews
have been
&litcd by Bcngt]angidd1
radio broadcasts
hintedpromised,
at, and ._______________
_.
distributors happy to order
copies. The reason for this reflects
what is at once a strength and
weakness of Polygon. Every
member of tHe board of directors
is a student, and for that reason
academics were more than
pleased to discuss the project with
us. All the translators were
academics and specialists in their
respective authors. We were
encouraged and information provided in a manner that would have
not been possible if we were an
e_xclusively professional organisalion. The corresponding weaknes-

The book has a long introduction by Bengt Jangfeldt and also is
well illustrated with outstanding
notes. It has appeared in Russian
(in the West), French, Italian,
Serbo-Croat and Swedish - each
time to excellent reviews. This
book is important as a document
of the situation in Russia at the
time, as source material for
Mayakovsky studies, and as an
articulate expression of deep love,
made all the more vivid by the
words being not fiction but fact.

A Viennese
Evening

ANDREY
__E
,__[_Y
._..,
This will be the fullest edition of .,,-"----··-B

However interesting the books
may be, Polygon faces a typically
Scottish problem in that to recoup
·very heavy costs involved it must
manage to catch the eye of the
London-based media. Without
such coverage this effort to
broaden the base of Scottish·publishing will fail and the old advice
"if it is not about Scotland, written
by a Scot, or for a specifically
Scottish market, don't touch it"
will once again hold sway and
weary parochials will prop up bars
and attempt to find a n editor for
because at least the Scottish Arts
Council are certain to support it.

I find it interesting that some
English readers of the manuscript
were embarrassed by the surrender of Mayakovsky to his feelings.
We will await his sales figures with
trepidation I

IClassicall

sion
of the
strength
of
Mayakovsky's feelings for Lili. In
particular, what one gets from the
letters is a sense of the natural
emotions. Love pours from
Mayakovsky and its strength in
turn inspires and tortures him. He
writhes as he writes, sometimes
arguing, sometimes howling: "I
love you , I love you, despite
everything and because of everything. I have loved you, I love you
and will love you, whether you're
foul to me or affectionate. AU the
same I love you. Amen."

Pasternak's translated writings
published in English and
indeed the only one in print. The
two volumes will contain all his
autobiographical and complete
fictional prose except for Dr
Zhivago. This volume begins with
Safe Conduct, Pasternak's earlier
autobiography. It is concerned
}\'ith his pre-revolutionary growth
as an artist and with the detail of
his ideas as a lyrical writer. This
theme runs throughout the work
which contains in total eight
pieces.

TIIEDRAMATIC
SYMPHONY

develops p-redictably according
to unilinear patterns. Accordingly, he attempts to construct a
whole series of simultaneous but
causally disconnected plot lines.
linked together by an intricate
network of repeated leitmotifs
modelled broadly on Wagner·s
use of thematic musical phrases in
his Ring of the Nibulung. This is
done. for example, in his later
Third Symphony where he centres
the action on a man who suffers
from hallucinations: Mustov the hero - is presented as struggling hard against philosophical
nihilism. For the most part the
battle takes place in the fear that
the world is at the mercy of ev, I
forces from the spirit real:11.

In these stories one begins to
realise what a curious placeDr lHE FORMS
The volume also contains The
Zhivago has in Pasternak's works,
Forms of Art, written shortly after
and we see that, in spite of the
The Drammic Symphony. The
lucidity of Dr Zhivago, in his ear- The Dramatic Symphony
essay is an attempt to summarise
lier years he was preoccupied with Andre Bely; translated by Roger
language and the problems of con- and Angela Keys, and John fllS IOeas On the synthOSIS Of the
Arts, and is fascinating, not only
veying in these ideas in the forma- Elswroth
in the light he throws on his own
tion of the words. Christopher (Hardback £10.9S; pp 192)
work. but also as literary theory in
Barnes contributes an excellent
introduction which helps one to Andrey Bely was a leading . its own right.
place the influences on the member of the experimental
development
of
Pasternak's "modernist"' school that was
Though one might suppose
thought. These two books active in the decade and a half
from a ll this that the book is difbecome effectively a portrait of before the Russian Revolution.
ficult to read, it is certainly not the
Pasternak through his own work. The Dramatic Symphony, his first
case. Rather one roams so
and notably deepens our under- published work, represi:nts a
standing of why he has the reputa- complete break from the realist effortlessly from image to image
tion of being Russia's first 20th school. He was concerned to cast ' one almost forgets one is reading
doubt on the idea that life at all.
century writer.:..
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Lothian Rd.
228 2688

ALL OF ME
BEVERLY HILLS COP
Bath St. Glasgow
11.15
·0415526961
BODY HEAT
10 Jan
SIN BAD THE SAILOR
9, 10 Jan, 2.30
Odeon
Till Feb8
OK, so it w<1s on before ChristThe first film features American. Tickets: £3-£5.75
mas but its worth going to see
comic Steve martin who finds Glasgow? Whats this doing in
again. A hot steamy thriller set in
himself splitting between body here? With Johnny 'Now you see
the Deep South, starring William , and mind. Eddie Murphy needs it' Beattie. Yet another of the
Hurt and a wonderfully passionno introduction in the most many colourful and sickening
ate Kathleen Turner.
popular cop comedy of the sum- pantomimes on the go at the
mer.
moment. so, if you get bored
with buses blocking the road outTHE PHARMACIST
COLONEL REDL
side the Edinburgh Kings, hop on
SEX MADNESS
9-18 Jan, 5.00, 8.00
W. R. - MYSTERIES OF THE a bus to Glasgow and block their
15Jan, 2.30
ORGANISM
roads instead. They deserve it.
A superb film starring Klause
6.45
Maria Brandauer as the officer
12Jan
who betrays his background in
George Square Theatre
order to climb within the Austro- · Sex Madness is one of . those
Hungarian nobility. However, he
endearing American public info
still finds himself an outsider and
films about the dangers of promthe pressure this involvesk seals
iscuity, right next to W. R., about
his fate.
the views of a sexually liberated High St., Musselburgh
communist.
6652240
DOUBLE SHOW
WHO'S AFRAID OF VIRGINIA
JUBILEE
BARBERS SHOP
WOOLF?
EUAX D'ARTIFICE
DR STRANGELOVE
nu Fev 1
9 Jan, 6.00, 8.00
REPOMAN
Presented by the Brunton
The punk film of the late 70's and
2.00, 6.45
Theatre C'91 "duo s.1aM.SUV is a
the effect of punk on Britain.
15Jan
dramatic tale about the insecDespite becoming a cult film, it
George Square Theatre
urities of marriage as a husband
features everyone before they
Two runs of the whole prog- and wife dissolve in petty bitchsold out-Adam Ant, Toyah, etc.
ramme featuring Peter Sellers as ing, arguing and all the other
Part of the Derek Jarman season.
the mad, apocalyptic USAF gen- things that married folks seem to
eral and cult movie of last year getup to.
Repo Man, dealing with the CIA,
STRANGER THAN PARADISE
as a mad scientist and something
THE STATE OF THINGS
nasty in the boot of a car.
10Jan, 6.45
11 Jan, 2.30, 6.45
Superb season of films in black
and white, this one featuring two
South Clerk St.
New York cool guys who sud667 7331
denly find themselves lumbered
PRIZZl'S HONOUR
with their 16 year old Hungarian
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
cousin. State of Things is by Wim
This one has been topping the
'Paris, Texas' Wenders and feacharts in London and quite
tures a film crew who are stuck
rightly so. Jack Nicholson and George IV Bridge
on location when the money runs
Kathleen Turner are great as the 2264531
out.
two assassins in love who find THOMAS DE QUINCEY: AN
that they have to fill a contract on ENGLISH OPIUM EATER
each other. The best and blackest nil 31 Jan: Free
This bicentenary exhibition tells
MATTER OF HEART
comedy of the year.
the life of Thomas De Quincey,
12Jan, 2.30
SILVE RADO
who lived from 1785 to 1859, with
14 Jan, 6.00, 8.30
1.00,
3.25,
5.55,
8.25
exciting insights into his weird
15 Jan, 2.00
for
Heralded
as
the
best
Western
A film study of the great
existence.
ages.
If
you're
ever
going
to
see
a
psychologist C. G. Jung, includWestern
on
the
big
screen
make
ing reminiscences and rare film.
it this one. John Cleese stars.
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MERLIN THE MAGNIFICENT
Till Jan 11
Check for times
Tickets : £2-£5
Into the mists of January, as students are still recovering from
the effects of the festive season,
the great Wizard Merlin searched
for the student destined to swell
his audience. Could you be that
student? Don't ignore your
responsibilities.

K

s

N G

2 Leven St.
2291201
ALADDIN
Til Feb 22
7.00, Matinees. Sat: 2.30
Tickets: £2.50-£5
Panto-time again kiddies I Banish
those winter blues and cheer
yourself up by going along to see
Widow Stanley 'Alias Widow
·Twankey ' Baxter. If nothing else
you'll get polishing those old
teapots. No doubt this will be
running till August, by which
time you'll have taken every
obnoxious teeny in your family.

EXHIBS

NATIONAL S T I L L S
LIBRARY GALLERY

IVAN THE TERRIBLE

12, 13 Jan, 6.45
A Russian epic by Sergei Eisenstein and chosen by Derek jarman
to coincide with his season. Long
but vital. (Especially for Russian
Studies Students.)

SANTA CLAUS- THE MOVIE
2.30, 5.30, 8.30
Oh God, no doubt this will go on
as long as the pantos. Cuddlky
Duddley Moore as an elf. Yes, an
elf. Probably will be taken off in
time for next Xmas' Spielberg
money maker.

DOMINION A
447 2660
Newbattle Terr.
BACK TO THE FUTURE
2.00, 5.30, 7.55
Block your ears through the
awful American softrock soundtrack, but generally most people
seem to love this story of the kid
who goes back in time and has to
fight off his mom. Stupefyingly
cute.
PURPLE ROSE OF CAIRO
2.35, 5.25, 8.25
Woody Allen's best for ages
about a woman so infatuated
with a matinee idol that she manages to make him step into real
life. Mia Farrow stars.
WITNESS
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
Peter Weir's-smart direction plus
Harrison Ford not acting as
Indiana Jones for a change, as a
g·ood cop hiding from the bent
cops over drug dealings.

B

C

Lothian Road
2293030
BACK TO THE FUTURE
2.20, 5.20, 8.20
American brat, Michael J. Fox,
goes back to the future with the
help of a mad scientist and
bumps into his parents. Apparently you'll eitt.ar love it or be
violently sick. ,
PLENTY
2.20, 6.20, 8.20 I
Meryl Streep, Charles Dance
Tracey Ullman, ~ting and plenty
more. A Resistance worker
rebels against being forced back"
into the female stereotype after
the war.
WEIRD SCIENCE
1.40, 3.55, 6.10, 8.55
American teen movie (say no
more) about two brats who
create a fantasy teacher who
happens to be ex-Vogue model
Kelly Le Brock. Teachers we"1
never like that when I was at
school.

105 High St.
5571140
THE PHOTOGRAPHIC ART
nu Feb a
An exhibition of the pictorial
tradition in both Britain and
America. Stills is the gallery of
the
Scottish
Photographic
Group.

TALBOT RICE
PRINTMAKERS GALLERY
WORKSHOP
23Union St.
557 2479
nu a Feb
RELIEF PRINTING
An exhibition of the art of print·
ing including on the 1OJanuary a
demonstration of relief printing.

Old Coliege, South Bridge
667 1911
CRITICAL LINES
Till 8Feb
A group of conteporary British
radical and satirical ilustration
including the work of Gerald
Scarfe and Ralph Steadman.

WHAT'S ON
FILM: Mickey Rourke in Year of the Dragon ... Kiss of the Spider
Woman ... Teenwolf with Michael J . Fox ... A Zed and Two Noughts
. .. A Chorus Line

I

THEATRE: National Theatre on tour ... Bedlam Productions ...
Streetcar Named Desire at the Lyceum .. .

MUSIC: The House Martin nest in Moray House ... Red Wedge on ·
tour ... AC/DC . . feargal Sharkey

. . . and much, much more.

I

For the October-December ~,
cinema pass system. Ask fort~
visits you pay the standard £l
After this the card is taken from1 a
entire cinema is now non-smo,.

C>DEC>N

A standard £1.50 student conci
from Sunday to Thursday. Ho1P.
cost you £2.60. Cinemas 2 and,

DOIVIINI

I

Students pay £1.20 for all perfca
The only exception is the late~·
only non-smoking part of the
shut on Sundays.

ti~e~~~t~i~~

(Sunday-Friday) cost £1 .20. T
minutes before performance
late evening films but you
smoking in both cinemas.

FILIVISO

Members get in free to all pe
can be purchased in advance
weelc and from the Postgrad !
Place, at the weekend.

BEDLAM
All tickets for lunchtime produd!
your consumption.
I

TRAVER

Exclusive offer this year for
which allows many benefits.
Sunday performance; £2 for a
before performance; free entry
theatre clubs in Britain.

LVCEUIVI
They offer a plastic card ~osti '.
two tickets at concess1onai
performance). Check at box o

ESCA

ESCA have changed premises •
contrary to this year' s Student I
time during office hours to me!
or alternatively phone her.

SNO

Students are welcomed in anY
Usher Hall. Tickets cost £2 an '
Friday evening.

U ·NIVENTS M U S I C
THUR

ABC operates a student
' et atthe cash desk. For six
and get the card stamped.
and youget£5in return. The

on rate holds in all cinemas
,at the weekends entry will
non-smoking.

nces in Cinemas 1, 2 and 3.
ngshows in Cinema 3-the
ng. Incidentally, this place is

p; early evening shows
tickets are only available 30
. No ocncessions given for
ok these in advance. Non-

9 JAN SAT 11 JAN THUR 9

ANGLING CLUB AGM
7.30pm
Teviot Row Debating Hall Foyer.
As well ifs the AGM, which all
members should attend, anyone
interested in going .Sea; Coarse
or Game Fishing this season is
welcome to attend.

LATE NIGHT DOUBLE FEATURE
Chambers St. House.
8 pm onwards
The usual Saturday night mix of
the Supertrog Disco and a live
band, this week THE HEATERS.
Also a happy hour.

RFCS SUPPORTERS GROUP
Sinclair Rm, Pleasance
The title of the evening is '1985
reviewed, where to, 86?'. A good
start would be to tell Whats On
what time your meetings are.

FRIENDS OF NIG'HTLINE DISCO
Potterrow, Mandela Centre
8pm
All welcome. Tickets which coist
£1 will be available at the door.
Well worth supporting.

BEDLAM AUDTIONS
Seminar Room II
Chaplaincy Centre
7pm
Auditions for second main term ·
production - "Eight Days - A
Passion Play".
Everyone welcome.

MON13JAN

FRl10JAN
CLUBKASUMO
Potterrow
8·1 am
Friday night at the potterrow
takes on a new guise in support
of the renaming of the Mandela
Centre. Also feature tonight are
local band, THE ALICE HOUSE.
HAPPY HOUR
Chambers St. Union
8-9
A new year, a new happy hour
and no doubt another bunch of
broken resolutions.

SAT11JAN
s include soup and bread for

E
b_
ership: £4 for four years,
include a free ticket to any
ntstandbyticket 10 minutes
raverse Bar and many other

1 Which allows you to claim
ate (£1 off cost of any
Or details.
119 Guthrie Street (225 4061)
.Y- Pop rnto the offices at any
rnda, the full-time secretary,

BEDL AM AUDITIONS
Bedlam Theatre, Forrest Rd.
2pm
Second audition for the main
term production - 'Eight DaysA Passion Play' All welcome.
(See entry under Thursday)
FREEMASONS TODAY - ARE
THE UNDERSTOOD
Extra Mural Studies,
14 Buccleuch Place.
11 onwards.
Free. A public discussion on
freemasons,
which unfortunately they have declined to·
attend.
Accommodation
is
limited so go along early.

RCS MEETING
Seminar Rm 1,
Chaplaincy Centre.
The politics we need to fight for
jobs - The Gartcosh Experience.
Frank Durking discusses the
issues. They didn't tell us what
time it was on at though.
BEDLAM AUDITIONS
Bedlam Theatre, Forrest Rd.
7pm
Auditions for the second main
term production. All welcome
(see entry underthursday.)

MODERN DANCE SOCIETY
Chambers St. Ballroom
8-9pm
New Ballet Class to which all
beginners are very welcome. It
costs £1 .50 a lesson or £1 O for the
term.

TUES14JAN
MODERN DANC1: SOCIETY•
Chambers St Ballroom
7.15pm
Beginners Modern Dance class.
All welcome.
8.15pm
Advanced Modern Dance class.
Both classes cost £1 .50 a lesson
or £10 a term.

JAN SAT 11 JAN

THE RUSS ABBOT SHOW
Playhouse Theatre
(Greenside Place)
7.30 pm: £6-£4
You've heard the songs, you've
.laughed at the kilts and cringed
when they advertise the album
on the TV. Now see him live!

GOO MBAY BEAT
The Barbados Suite
(West Tollcross)
Fridays and Saturdays
Reggae and Soul
Sundays Fiesta Tropicana
9.30 pm-3 am
Late bar, open to all.

SUN 12 JAN

THE HEATORS
(Victoria Street)
Free.

CLASSICAL GUITAR SOCIETY
Queen's Hall
(Clerk Street)
Paul Gregory plays a guitar programme including works by modTHI:: RUSS ABBOT SHOW
ern and classical composers
Playhouse
·such as Bach and Duarte.
7.30 pm: £6-£4
Why not go along? Take this. 1 pm: £2 (£1.50 cone.)
chance to ruin your street cred
for good.,

FR I

10

JAN

MON 13 JAN

SNO
Usher Hall
Yan Pascal Tortelier - one of
today's most talented conductors leads a programme including Massenet's Le Cid Suite.
Rodrigo's Concierto de Aranjuez
Falla: The Three-cornered Hat
Suite
·
Indeed a colourful lively musical
mixture.
7.30 pm: £8.30-£2.80
IDLE FRETS
Preservation Hall
Free.

THE MEN THEY COULDN'T
HANG
Hoiochie Coochie Club
(West Tollcross)
Don't miss this · opportunity to
hear GOOD music.
9 pm ; £3.50
The Hoochie was packed out the
last time they played and they
can even afford glossy photos
now.
OUH MAN IN HAVANA
Preservation Hall
Free.

TUES 14 JAN

STING
Playhouse
7.30 pm: £8.50, £7.50
DEAF HEIGHTS CAJUN ACES
Why there are tickets left for this I
Moray House
"
don't know. Dream of the Blue
(Holyrood Park Road)
Turtles was the best solo album
If you like black, blues based this year.
'ydeco, and French Cajun folk FAT SAMS BAND
music with contemporary myths Preservation Hall
like rockabilly this band is for Free
you.&pm : £2
THE RUSS ABBOT SHOW
Playhouse
Matinee: 2.30 pm
7.30 pm: £6-£4
Oh good, a matinee so you can
bring the kiddies too. Better than
panto.

WED 15 JAN

STING
Playhouse
7.30 prn : £8.50, £7.50
CHARLIE McNAIR' S BAND
Preservation Hall
Free

WED15JAN
MODERN DANCE SOCIETY
Highland Room, Pleasance
New Contemporary Class to
which everyone is welcome.
£1 .50 a lesson or £10 a term.
7.39-8.30 pm.

WHAT'S ON
Contrary to what seems to be the prevalent popular belief, What's On
is still alive and positively kicking at the new premises at
48 The Pleasance, First Floor.
All information welcome, university, societies and Edinburgh events
of any type.
Please make sure you've included:
TITLE · TIME · PLACE · COST • A CONTACT NUMBER and all the information you think we'll need. Either bring it to us at The Pleasance and
leave it in the What's on tray or leave it in the 'Student' Box in the Potterrow Shop.

ALIVE AND
KI C -K ING

Cinema 1

Until Sat 18 5.00 and 8.00

COLONEL REDL I 151
Klaus Maria Brandauer {Mephisto) stars in Istvan Szabo's prize~winning film as
Aedl. an ambit ious soldier who t rades secrets to the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy
for a chance to cloak himself in ruling-class respectability and ends up as the first
high-ranking victim of wartime governmental corruption.
Cinema2
Thu 9 6.00 and 8.30
Derek Jarman's

JUBILEE (15)
Often acclaimed as the key film of the punk era, with Toya W ilcox, The Slits, Adam
Ant and Orlando.
Cinema2
Fri10andSat11

atS.45

STRANGER THAN PARADISE (15) +
THE STATE OF THINGS (151
Two films feature in the 'Monochromania' season which will run until April,
spotlighting outstanding black and white cinematography.
\

Clnoma2
Sun 12 and Mon 13 at 6.45

I
I

IVAN THE TERRIBLE (PG)
Sergei Eisenstein classic two-part film intertwines sexual ity, pol4ics and
aesthetics. Derek Jarman claims this film one of his favourite reference points in
cinema history.
·
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Heaven Up Here
ECHO AND THE
BUNNYMEN
Glasgow Barrowland

Going to see your favourite
band can be an awkward business, mainly because expectations are so high. There is
also the fear of those expectations being dashed, but if they
are dashed then one is loath to
admit the fact. Thankfully,
Echo and the Bunnymen's gig
on December 21st was quite
simply brilliant, and your
humble reviewer - a fan went home happy.
Yet only the previous evening
I'd been forced to ponder upon
the health of that ol' devil we call
"rock" and whether it had any
future other than disappearing
down its own bombastic gob. This
was the only conclusion to draw
from watching Friday 20th's edition of The Tube which featured
Simple Minds offering an ugly,
bloated version of an ugly,
bloated song-Alive and Kicking
in some vast Rotterdam
amphitheatre, and thus clearing
away any lingering doubts I may
have held that they are the Yes of
1985. Their performance was not
readily distinguishable from that
of Dire Straits half an hour earlier, both being interminably long
versions of songs too slight to bear
being stretched out by ream upon·
ream of ponderous solos. Both

PAUL YOUNG
Playhouse

It seems a shame that
despite spending a year in
musical obscurity, Duran
Duran, Wham and a host o!
other pop groups can stili
grab media attention and
their fans support simply by
sinking a dodgy yacht or
growing an even dodgier
beard:
The shame deepens when the
media continue to give Paul
Young a lukewarm welcome in
comparison, in a year when he
· produced three good singles,
spent eight months on the road
proving himself a better showman
than George Michael and
released an album which contained singing which Simon Le
Blob can only dream of doing.
Maybe it was those voice problems which broke his rise. Maybe
he sings too we ll for the pop
magazines. Maybe he's too popular fl'r the other music papers. Not
trendy enough for the style and
womans magazines. Maybe the
wrong brand of setting gel? I'll bet
Paul Young couldn't care less.
Nobody at the Playhouse last
December cared much either. and
if that condemns me for not complying with media ideals then I
don't care much either. The whole
point is that no amount of holier
than thou journalists are going to
succeed in getting rid of pop music
overnight , so isn't it time they
helped it improve by pushing the
few that do have talent before
they disappear across the Atlantic
for good. leaving us with their sickening imitators? Then again Paul
Young is probably quite glad that
the media is no longer pressing
him for his favourite flavour of
opal fruit or his philosophy of life
and letting him get on with his
singing. Oh, and believe me, he
can sing.

bands are frighteningly pop~lar. ·
Oh, and the Cult (Led Zeppelin's.
bastard offspring) made number
four in John Peel's Festive Fifty.
The outlook seems bleak. 1985 or
1975? It's getting harder to tell
them apart. I switched off the TV
in disgust and disappointment.
But what better cure for the
blues than one's favourite band?
And sure enough, the Bunnymen
banished all memories of the night
before and also of their injuryprone effort of a year before at the
Playhouse. Whilst then they had
been putting a brave face on a ragged performance, the Bunnymen
1985-style are a revitalised force,
happy and relaxed. This time,
Mac chooses to repel abuse with
verbal rather than physical vio·
lence and he looks much the better for it.
Musically, it's a case of all our
faves but reworked with a zest
and passion that I had feared was
gone for_eyer._ The first four songs
Going Up, With a Hip, Heads
Will Roll and My Kingdom neatly reflect four crucial elements in the Bunny mystique,
respectively arrogant, cool, cerebral and humorous. A Promise
was shamefully omitted but its
absence was all but redeemed by
spanking renditions of The Back
of Love and Never Stop , two fine
examples of a "rock" band mak~
ing the perfect "pop" single.
The Bunnymen's ten-month
sabbatical would appear to have
worked wonders. Will Sergeant

seems conteni with playing the
guitar once more, as opposed to
beating hell out of it. Everything
is now back in proportion , rock's
traditional four elements reassembled and rejuvenated.
The only brand new song was
Lips Like Sugar which is pure Velvet Underground pop, a classic
dang-dang-derr-dang guitar line
that brought tears to these eyes at
least, joyous in the knowledge
that the Bunnymen can still write
great songs. lt also suggests a
return to a very simple, basic for-·
mat, in stark contrast to that sensurround wall of Emulator sound,
Bring On the Dancing Horses; the
shape of things to come, perhaps.
As far as the present is concerned, however, the Bunnymen
are in fine fettle and are seemingly
quite content with the state of
.their art. Mac apologised for his
cough but tonight his voice
sounded spot on, as was his usual
posing and pouting; everything
suffused with a heavy dose of
Liverpudlian,
dark,
ironic
humour. Very often it's not what
the Bunnymen do that makes
them so good but the way they do
it. Ian McCulloch is no Jim Kerr
or Bono :_ bless him - and the
Bunnymen are unambiguously
human. not semi-deities. It
depends on how you want your
pop stars, I suppose, but I'd prefer
mine to be with me in the local caff
drinking "tea, eating chips and talking football. One cannot comprehend Bono Kerr doing some-

Have you got a light, Mac? No but I've got a dark overcoat.
Photo: John Lindsay
how it should be done and how
thing so normal.
Oh yes, this is a real people's they themselves used to do it.
band, alright. The final encore is a "Merry Christmas," mumbles
charged run through the Rolling Mac as they leave. It could be a
Stones' Paint it Black, showing happy new year after all .
Keith Cameron
Jagger and bis bunch of OAPs

Young Love
Picture it, a stuffed Christmas
Playhouse with the greater majority actually old enough to go in the
bar, laughing at the smaller group
of screamers, already eyeing up
the fastest routes to thestage. The
support never materialised so luckily w&were spared the screaming
stampede to the stage when the

curtain opened to reveal that it
was Paul Young who was singing
along to Singing in the Rain. A
taste of things to come.
The first song gave the band a
chance to warm up and Paul the
chance to flip a couple of mike
stands as well as half the female
hearts in the place. (To wit, an

extrem_ely cool and sceptical
friend brought along to pick me'
up from the floor turning round,
telling me that, "You could fall in
love in five mins., eh?" No more
trendy gigs for her. She knows
who she is.) Only problem was
that nob9dy I've spoken to knew
what song it was. Never mind, it
gave the bouncers a chance to
push back the 13 year olds. This
was swiftly followed by a superb
Love of the Common People
which finally seemed to get the
band together.
Come Back and Stay and Everything Must Change further proved
that Paul could sing whilst still
leading the whole show and most
of the by now hyperactive audience. It also brought to light the
fact that if the three backing singers ever found themselves out of
a job they would make a damn
good solo act. We were all convinced by an accapella Da Doo
Run Run, collaborated on by Paul
and the three of them. Very bra.ye
~nd also very good. The whole
thing rounded off with an aptly
orgasmic version of Sex which was
heightened by the fortunate
female who clambered on stage.
Paul Young must go down as the
only singer who can continue to
sing perfectly, flat on his back
with an excitable female prostrate
on top of him. It all added to the
enjoyment, especially his, by the
smile on his face .
The encore or Every Time You
Go Away brought to mind that
moment at Live Aid when Paul
Young realised 72,000 were singing along as well. As the house
lights were up, it came as a bit of a
shock to find that the normally
reserved Edinburgh audience had
actually found its feet and voices
en masse.

''I love you too, Sal," says Paul doing the honourable thing.

Photo: Simon Fowler

Then two hours followed which

could have been recorded and
tentatively titled the very best of
Paul Young. All the singles plus
the best of the album tracks. But
unlike some bands, all were diffe,
rent and better live, rawer.
Wherever I Lay My Hat introduced by a bass and vocal version
of My Girl. All the numbers that
tend towards his rock side - I'm
Gonna Tear Your Playhouse
Down, Tomb of Memories,
Women and an almighty version
of Blte the Hand all sounded so
powerful that I was convinced that
the BBC soundman at the NEC
recording must have gone off for a
drink during the show.
Paul Young seems to be walking a nicely balanced path between two bottomless pits, that of
blatant Smash Hits-type New God
status and that of the serious hard
working soul band living in press
obscurity. Apart from the fact
that this means that the press
don't know quite what to do with
him, he's probably on the best
path. He has three great assets to
aid him. One; This man can sing,
something few of his pop pals can
do without the technical wizardry
of the studio (Hands up who saw
Simon Le Bon on Live Aid?).
Two; He has gathered a fantas~ic
band who can both play and wnte
songs. The backing singers are
superb and anyone who mourns
the passing of the Fabulous Wealthy Tarts can rest assured that
George Chandler, Jimmy Chambers and Tony Jackson more than
fill their dainty shoes, even if they
don't change theiroutfits asoft~n.
Three; All Jhose years of slogging
up and down the Ml with th~ 0Tips have tur.ied Paul Young mto
one of the Best Showmen, able to
grab an audience by their screaming throats and Radio 2 mentalities alike. The media can carry
on their merry way. Live·shoWS 0 ~
this standard will keep Pau
Young going a lot longer than centrespread in Smash Hits will. Take
a bow, Mr Young.
Sally Greig
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Good Gadd, they are Dire I
i!iffv GLITTER/
DIRE STRAITS
Playhouse

What I did in my holidays
-bYJames Jazz, aged 20and

3/4.
In recent years, Edinburgh
seems to have become a
favourite for bands wanting
to play a concert over the festive season. These can be
great events, but many bands
seem to think that just
because its Christmas Eve or
Hogmanay and t!te audience
is probably half wrecked they
can turn in any old duff performance, and they will still
go down well. Over the break
I sampled both of the big festive nights in Edinburgh
(Gary Glitter on Christmas
Eve and Dire Straits on Hogmanay) and two more different nights you cannot
imagine.
Gary Glitter is, as my old
dad would say, one of life's
characters. Having reached
the heights of stardom (11
singles and three albums in
the Top Ten) he became a victim offashion. The late seventies' reaction against platform soles, lurex trousers and
four-foot wide shoulder pads
claimed our hero as indeed it
claimed many (whatever happened to Sweet for i,nstance?).
Vicious rumours followed.
Our Gal was bankrupt, he
had a weight problem, he was

touring with a circus. The
man fell so low that he had to
degrade himself in Heinz soup
commercials. But still the
legend survived. Finally,
there
were
whispered
rumours that Gal was playing
the Playhouse on Christmas
Eve. Had the years of
hardship and oblivion taken
their toll on the lad? Could be
live up to his awesome reputation? Could the stage hold up
to his awes1>me weight?
A quiet start to the gig (the
1812 overture; led into Rock
and Roll Part 2. The band
were there, the audience were
singing along, but where was
Gary? Had he taken stage
fright? No, he was standing
with his back to the audience,
at the top of a flight of stairs,
surrounded in a large cloud of
dry ice. Eventually he joined
the band. After this grand
start to the evening, Gal and
the boys charged through a
selection of our old favourites. They were all there: I'm

the Leader, Did You Miss
Me?, Beautiful (sung while
Gary drew a dozen red roses
into the audience). It was all
magic stuff. Any disappointments? Well, the shoulder
pads only made a very brief
appearance and Gary could
perhaps have changed costumes a bit quicker. Perhaps
he was saving himself for the
second show, after all, two
sell-out shows is a lot to ask an
old man to cope with. Consider this. Gary Glitter sold

"This one's for you, mark. It's about Rock ' n Roll. Remember that?"
Photo: Paul Hutton

out two shows. That's over
6,000 people going to see him.
Where the hell do they all
come from?
Dire Straits sold out three
nights at the Playhouse.
That's over 9,000 people.
Why did they go? As a "live"
act Dire Straits have absolutely nothing to recommend

Content Over Style

them. They are almost mindnumbingly dull. I will concede that Mark Knopfler can
write some reasonable songs.
So why on stage is every one of
them mutilated by long tedious guitar solos of no particular merit? Special mention
must be made of the "Mark
Knopfler" effects pedal,
sustain the excitement so long.
My strongest memory is Paurs
Billy Bragg impression - a solo
version of A Stone·s Throw Away.
with just rhythm on his guita~ to
give added impact to the lyncs.

cheer of the night, while Mick
sang the excellent Homebreakers.
The rest of the band all added to
the songs. in particular Camelle
Hinds on bass, an excellent brass
section , whose ridiculous dancing
was a joy to see, and an unidentified bald person in a stripey Tshirt who turned up near the end
and started playing the guitar.
Apparently he started out as one THEPOGUES
of the band's roadies; obviously Glasgow Barrowland
true democrncy at work!
It seemed ironic that it
The set tended to concentrate should be the traditional folk
on the second album (e.g. the
line-up of The Pogues classic Man of Great Promise) and
while one or two songs didn't add accordion, banjo, tin whistle
anything to the recorded versions, and acoustic guitar - that
Mv Ever-changing Moods and brought back the excitement
Speak Like a Child were as good and energy that's been sadly
as ever. The Paris Match and missing from the live scene
Walls Come Tumbling Down since those good ol' days of
were conspicuous by their
punk.
absence, but there was plenty
With no support to warm up the
going on to keep . the interest:
punters (and none needed too.
drummer Steve White m particuthe entire packed-out hall bemg
lar seemed very eager to run down
warmed up as a newt). they strode
to the front of tRe stage at the
. onstage . resplendent in the very
slightest opportunity so that
finest Highland dress that Moss
everybody could see his shorts. Bros could provide and proHe was left alone to accompany
ceeded to belt 'em out as only The
the now traditional tape of
;Pogues can. a delivery which is
Reagan beginning bombing in five
best described as fast. raucous a!ld
minutes, and our own leader ~avextremely loud. A mighty fine
ing the National Health Service
noise it was. too!
from forces of evil. reds underthe
Both albums were played in
bed etc. This got a strong reaction their e ntirety with the whole hall
as did a too-short medley of
(which bore a close r resemblance
Money-Go-Round, Soul Deep to the crowd at one of Celtic·s
and Strength of Your Nature.
home games than at your average
Strangely, the weakest moment gig) going what can only be called
came with a fairly pathetic version .. absolutely mental" to each and
of Move On Up in the second every song. the slow ones coming
encore. but they stiM did well to as a welcome re pite as the audi-

which had the effect of making all the guitars he played (I
counted at least five) sound.
exactly the same. An innovation which Mark can be
proud of.
There is absolutely no
excitement in a show in which
you know that every song is
going to t:ave one of Knopfler's guitar solos. Every song
will also end with a crescendo
which involves everyone lifting their guitars above their
heads, _then crashing them
down. Dead macho stuff. To
be fair, Dire Straits seem to
have liberated the crescendo
from its previously rather
limited role as a finale to a
song. Many of their crescendos seemed longer than the
songs which preceded them,
·and so took on a life and dullness of their very own.
Dire Straits take themselves far too seriously. They
lack any trace of humour
which marks J(reat live acts.
I'm running out of words to
express just how dull they
were. No, words can't
,adequately describe it. The
tragedy is that no matter what
I , or anyone else, writes about
them, they can continue to
turn out the same stultifying
crap, certain in the knowledge that it will sell million~.
The audience were incredible. They applauded the light
show. Christ knows, there
was nothing else worth
applauding.
James Jazz
Chile, Poland. Johannesb11rg.
South Yorkshire mav be a bit
heavy-handed. but it never hit
harder.
Duncan Hewitt

Rovers Return

THE STYLE COUNCIL
Playhouse

A band of this stature have
got a lot to live up to, but
somehow, on a Friday night
back at the beginning of
December, the Style Council
managed to make me stop
thinking about the venue, its
enthusiastic bouncers and its
ticket prices, and instead
admire their ability to make a
live performance enjoyable in
these conditions.

But the mods, seven-year-old
rude-boys (and me, come to that)
were really there to see the Style
Council, and from the moment
Paul Weller ran on stage, weanng
o ne of those dodgy blazers he's.so
keen on nowadays. th<:; entire
crowd was on its feet. This gathering of the Council consisted of
about 12 members, and as Weller
is obviously keen to emphasise ,
they all played an important part.
Mick Talbot even said something
once (about jock-straps, I thmk)
but generally there wasn't a lot of
talk, just a lot of songs. D · C. Lee
(in her green goddess outfit) sang
See the Day to possibly the biggest

e nce nursed their battered feet
and wrung sweat from their shirts.
In many respetts, the best part
of the show was the coupling of
two slow numbers. Dirty Old
Town and A Pair of Brown Eyes.
though the action came so thick
and fast that. as the boys from
Parkhead would say. ·we'd 90
minutes of edited highlights.··
Transmetropolita11,
Waxie·s
Dargie and The Boys from Coumy
Hell - with its classic chorus line
Lend me ten pounds and I'll buy
yo11 a drink - were all outstanding. as was Sally Maclennane. a
song which shows singer Shane
MacGowan·s unrivalled talent for
songwriting to the full . There was
me thinking they didn:t write ·em
like that anymore!
A couple of long e ncores
finished the show. including a
rousing rendition of The Wild
Rover, during which they were
joined onstage by chubby chap
whom my less myopic friends
assured me was Elvis Costello.
Catch them at the very next
opportunity. before they sell out
a nd go electro, or more likely,
Shane's liver calls it a day. No
doubt about it fi,lks, tonight I saw
the future of rock ' n' roll - ifs
name? Drunk Rock!
JohnnyLo:,ve

a
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eyeballs of peculiar intensity.
These he would attempt to focus
on the part of the ceiling directly
above him - often without sucNo doubt
cess.
the drummer was staring as well
but I couldn't see him . It was all
rather odd.

Bloody 'Ell. It's a microphone!

BOGSHED
Wee Red Bar

The only thing that can be
stated with any certainty after
the Art College's end of term
thrash is that 'dancing' is
impossible in the Wee Red
·Bar.
This is_ a room of particularly
pars1momous proportions and as
"the smallest room" ever to be
used for a venue it was ideally
suited to a band with the name of
Bogshed.
·
Unfortunately, however, the
room was plainly never designed
for the sort of activities envisaged
by a small section of the audience,
who seemed intent on demolish-.
ing what little furniture there was

RED SMITHEREEN
Potterrow

Just when you thought it
was safe to go back in the
water, the many-headed
monster BASTARD RAP!
reared its ugly head in
GOTHam CITY!
Some poor, misguided fool,
obviously overcome by fatigue
and emotion , staggered off with
the microphones prior to the band
playing, but, fortunately. replacements were found and Red
Smithcreen came o n to thunderous indifference.
Why aren't this band on Top of
the Pops. on the front cover of
Sma;h Hits, o n everybody's little
sister·s walls? They have the musical ability. T hey smile nicely and
look pretty. shake their legs kinda
cutely. The guitarist has two shiny
guitars. throws pre tty poses while

LLOYD COLE AND
THE COMMOTIONS
Easy Pieces (Polydor)
So, a review of Easy Pieces.
''GQ!at," I thought, "my
chance to expose all the terrible things that go on in Glasgow."
Citroen 2CV's in the West End .
Espresso in Nico's. Capaccino in
the Cafe Noir. being seen in The
Warehouse. When it comes to
poseurs, Glasgow's just Miles Better.
. But. Lloyd-Cole already showed
us all this in '84 with that brilliant
piece of pop, Raulesnakes. So
what's he saying with Easy Pieces?
I quivered with anticipation . Oh
what a letdown. he's telling us it
all over again!
The Parisienne pose is still
there with the accordion, but the
violins just ruin the whole of the ·
first side. And don ·i be fooled
~ith images of Wapping_when he
smgs of the Thames in Grace. Just
substitute "the Clyde" , and you
c_an see through his thin deception .

The songs too are odd: wild,
thrashy affairs based on stodgy
chunte ring bass-1ines. As far as
lyrica l content goes, song titles
such as Hand-me-down Father;
Pack ed Lunch to School; and the
excellent Fat Lad Exam Failure
would seem to hint at a certain
Phow: Craig McNicol amo unt of teenage angst mingle_d
. h
. .·
. .
with wry northern wit. Life 1s
m t e pla_ce whilst_mdul&mg m a indeed shitty when you Live in a
so_r\ of_all-m-wresthng which t_hey Bogshed, and the constipated and
mis akmgly ~efer to as dancmg. excruciating noises wrenched
Indeed the smgular smallness of from the singer's larynx seemed
th~ room sadly matched the small- to confirm ihis.
mmdedness of this group of
Having profited from their fai.,·fouths with IQs nearly as large
s their boot sizes ; who sent such lures, Bogshed are at present·
hairs as there were crashing flushed with indie success: Peel
about the place, regardless of sessions and NME speads - you
whether or not they were know the sort of thing. However
with their limited sound, this first
occupied at the time.
On the 'stage', Bogshed U-bend of the Record Industry
seemed indifferent to all of this sewage works is likely to be as far
activity. They were more con- as they'll get. As they sped
cerned with staring at various through their set like a demented
parts of the room.The,bassist kept band on the runs 11 was obvious
his eyes firmly fixed on the ground that they remain far too harsh for
in front of him, while the singer mass public consumption . Still, it
gazed sidewards to an indetermi- was very enjoyable all the samenate spot just above the bar. The why go through the motions when
guitarist had taken his specs off you can try and smash the cistern?
Peter Carroll
before the show revealing
the vocalist wiggles his bottom
like Jim Kerr on the Tube.
AAARRG.H HHH!!!
Red Smithereen are bland , boring, banal , vacuous, vapid. There
is no FIRE, ANGER, EMOT ION or WIT, just mind-numbing. vomit-inducing mediocrity.
Let's hear it for the squeaky cleancut, all-polish and no substance.
Thousands of pounds worth of
equipme nt arrayed on stage like
some B-movie space station, producing music for ironing to. I only
stayed for o ne and half songs. I
don·t need Ian Macaskill to tell
me when somebody's pissing in
my pocket.
We must put a stop to this, this
cult of the worthless, this joyless
celebration of the BASTARD
PAP! We are the NEW PURITANS! We are the NEW LUDDITES! " WE ARE FISH EYE!"
I know you'll understand.
Andrew Tully

Having ruined that. side two
bodes worse. with horrible synthy
bits o n Brand New Friend. "Oh
God:· 1 think. ··this album·s a
complete turkey." when ... Lost ·
Weekend. a saving grace. Not
quite Perfect Skin, but the Commotions have finally discovered
that if they play fast enough.
Lloyd can ·1 get as morose as
usual.
(l'lote from Lloyd): ··Substitute
my name in James and hear about
the deprived childhood I had in
the Glasgow slums."
(~ote from. me): ··But you're
English . Lloyd . you charlatan."
But what a sense of humour
he's got. It shines through in
Minor Character with the· story of
a girl who threatens to jump off
bridges but slits her wrists instead.
Hilarious!
Lloyd Cole once said. "When I
played football at school. people
used to dig up worms and throw
them at me. What a cruel thing to
do."
Will that be your epitaph ,
Lloyd? If not, it would have done
as a review on Its own .
Craig McNicol

JAN GARBAREK GROUP/
ART ENSEMBLE OF
CIDCAGO/BRIAN ENO
It's Ok/The Third Decade/
Thursday Afternoon

So yQu've just read the bit
at the top, huh? And you're
thinking "I haven't heard of
any of these bands." That's
maybe so, but there's no point
me reviewing a mainstream.
album since you all knowwhat it'll sound like already'
(not that one of my reviews.
would tell you anything like
that). Anyway, no matter
what I say, it won't make a
blind bit of difference to your
opinions, so I may as well
review some albums I like.
Firstly, the most recent release
by the Jan Garbarek Group - It's
OK to listen to the gray voice. Garbarek is one of the players in the
forefront of the European astheticisation of the free jazz of the sixties, a process spearheaded by the
German ECM label. He produces
fr_om the saxophone a clear, yet
melancholy sound, perfectly
suited to his light, delicate compositions. He seems to have found
stability in the latest line-up of the
group (the same line-up which
played here during the festival ,
and is beautifully complemented
on guitar by David Torn , who

plays with the same slurred electric style of Bill Frizell. A great
album.
A great album perhaps, but not
the best release of last year. That
honour lies with the Art Ensem.
ble of chicago's The Third
Decade. This group of incredibly
versatile musicians (one of them
plays 19 different instruments on
this album) cover a vast range of
musical styles on this album.
From seventies fusion jazz
through what can only be
described as neo-trad to the African rhythms and free jazz of the·
title track. To anyone interested
in broadening out a little, this
album is a must.
Finally, onto the latest album
by Brian Eno (no, 1 know it's
nothing to do with jazz but what
the hell , caution to the wind and ·
all that). A bit difficult to find ,
and review, since it is only available on compact disc. Use of this
medium allows Eno, who is probably best known now for his work
with the Talking Heads, to reach
the logical conclusion to his programme of ambient music albums.
It is one continuous 61-minute
long piece of music, throughout
which nothing ever happens. Perfect for writing an essay to, or
doing a very large jigsaw puzzle
just like the guy in Diva. But for
God'); sake, don't listen to it, it is
very , very dull .

A CERTAIN RATIO
Hoochie Coochie Club

The last time A Certain
Ratio played the Hoochie it .
was difficult to remember
whether they had been good,
bad or indifferent; the impression they made was not that
strong.
On Friday night , however,
ACR left no questions as to the
quality of their music. Few people
will have trouble remembering
this gig.
Resurrecting songs from as far
back as three years ago with the
brilliant Chekov, ACR didn't
lapse for a moment. Throughout
the set two members swapped
around as vocalist and with three
guitar pumping at some points
the music was as demanding as it
was danceable, you couldn't
ignore this sound which shouted
'enjoy! enjoy!' at feet and ears.
The use of a whistle in some songs
added to the almost carnival feeling which they emphasised at
some points. Living Together was
a thrashing of epic funk which barred any retreat to the bar for
refreshment if this is what could
be danced to instead!
By the time ACR finished their
set they well deserved a rest but
returned instead to play a threesong encore amidst whoops of joy
from the crowd. Nor were they let
off with this. the audience
demanded another encore and
when ACR returned they thought
it worthwhile announcing the
release of their new album next
week (also their gig the next night
in Aberdeen in case anyone was
keen eno ugh to follow them up
north!). Fee/was included in their
second encore but the truth being
that every song tonight was as
good as the last and all embrace
appreciatively by the crowd. The
wall of sound provided by ACR
on Friday night was not to be missed, if you weren"t there where
were you? It was upwards and
onwards for the Hoochie and may
A Certain Ratio go higher still.

And so it came to pass that finest jazz and blues musicians but
in yonder town they call Edin- that unfortunately hasn't preburgh the Christmas vacation vented him from penning such
gauche twaddle as Russians. How·
did indeed come to an end; ever, he is capable of producing
and all those bourgeois scum some great pop songs such as ut
of society known as STU- Them Free and Every Breath You
DENTS did descend once Take, although why he saw fit to
more on the hapless city. And demean himself by appearing on
lo! They were bored stiff Saturday Superstore recently is
because there were no more . another matter altogether.
And that, I'm afraid, is more or
gigs.
Well ... not quite "no gigs", but
if all the Playhouse can offer us
from tonight until Saturday is
Russ bloody Abbott then things
are not much better_ There are
some alternatives but it's eyestrain time when it comes to spotting them.
Those excellent folk down at
Moray House College do have

some goodies lined up for tllis
term, the first of which is yet
another showcase for those red hot
. entertainers the Deaf Heights
Cajun Aces who are fast making :i
name for themselves in wider
music circles and good luck to
them. They appear on Saturday
night at the college down on
Holyrood Road.
Monday night sees the much
delayed appearance of The Men
They Couldn't Hang at our
favourite venue, the Hoochie
Coochie Club. This excellent band
in the folk-rock mould were origi·
nally to have appeared at Coasters
(where?!) last term but the entire
tour was cancelled after their lead
singer was mugged and suffered a
broken jaw - not a comment on
his vocal talents, I trust. A footnote for all you regular Hoochsters
(Eb?? - Puzzled Ed.) is that the
doors open .at 9 pm and the band
will be onstage at 10.30. Yup,
much earlier than usual so there's
less time to pose and (bey!) more
•
time to dose!!
The only other item of real
interest is Sting's two nights at the
Playhouse on Tuesday and Wednesday. The head Policeman bas
assembled a band of some of the

less that, apart from the usual free
music at Preservation Hall. A
pretty dismal state of affairs to be
sure, and the reason is undoubtedly that Edinburgh has no
decent venue of any reasonable
size. The situation will be eased
when Coasters eventually re-opens
(now tentatively scheduled for
February, I hear) but the basic
problem will remain: the best
venue available is unavailable the Caley Palais. Stay tuned to
your favourite student newspaper
for an insight into this outrage
(hopefully).

There's bugger all on TV too.
your best bet is the film Head on
Channel 4 on Tuesday at 9 pm.
Made in 1968, ·this is a surreal
comedy vehicle for the Monkees,
that pre-packaged American
quartet designed to cash in on the
tidal wave of Beatlemania and
indeed, the ftlm bears many
similarities in style and form to A
Hard Day's Night. And if that's
the best on offer this week, things
MUST be bad.
Keith Cameron
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Higher Education or hire purchase?
Dr John Burnett was appointed
Principal in 1979; the same year in
which a radical new Conservative
administration led by Margare1
Thatcher was first elected. Successive cutbacks have reduced the
real .value of the student grant by
almost a fifth, in the seven years
since 1979. Dr Burnett finds the
stagnancy of the su rviving system
unacceptable.
'The government said the)
would let us have a paper all about
their thinking on student grants.
And to put it bluntly they have·
just copped out of it." Looking
forward, Dr Burnett feels that
'"slowly but surely the Govemment will push up the parental
contribution, or something like
that. and there'll be a bit more ol
a squeeze here and there to push
down the level of student grants·".
The Principals and Vice-Chancellors of all Britain's universities
sit on an important national committee. the Committee of ViceChancellor
and
Principals
(CVCP), which makes periodic
recommendations on matters concerning higher education to the
Government.
Dr
Burnett
explained that the CVCP has
come to the conclusion that the
present system of student grants is
"an absolute mess" .
"One of the key problems," ht
said, "is that there is this ridiculous nonsense of expecting-peoplt
who are adults to have a parenta
contribution. If they insisted on a
parental contribution, then the
Government
should
require
parents to pay it through their tax .
and that would avoid what is
known to be an abuse of the system, that a very high proportion
of students whose parents are supposed to make a contribution simply do not receive it.··
A second alternative to this
type of taxation , the Principal
explained, was a system which in
practice was a mixture pr grants
and loa ns . " My own view," he
said, "is that I personally believe
that the mixture of loans and
grant would actually be in the
best interests of evervbodv. It
would take the hassle ~ut of this
business of some parents contribu1ing, a nd some not. It would
mean that every student would be
guar~ntced a minimum agreed
sum consistent with spending
three years as a student, and the
kind of life that would involve."
Under the Principal's preferred
scheme, the unpopular means
test. which parents are current!)
required to comply with, would be
retained. The grant would be
asse sed as present, but the '·parental contribution" would be a
loan. probably made through a
ban'llt. at an agreed low rate ol
interest. Ideally the Government
would guarantee the bank's Joan
to the student against loss. and
repayment would be directly
related to earnings after graduation.
Many Western countries operate similar loans schemes already.
Dr Burnett feels this alternative to
the increasingly unsatisfactory
·grants system we have at the
moment is becoming steadily.
more sensible. As he sees it . a
large proportion of students "are
already operating a loans system··
by way of an overdraft. Something he regards as very unsatisfactory.
"You'd be far better , instead of
paying overdraft rates, to have an
agreed rate; to have a Government guarantee that the banks
will lend at 3 1h% or something
instead of 17% or whatever the
overdraft rate is. And to recognise

"To put it bluntly, the· Government have just copped out of it. My judgement is that they've
found it too difficult to find anything they can sell politically, and so they've just decided to do
nothing. Thus the Principal and Vice-Chancellor of Edinburgh University, Dr John Burnett,
summed up his bitterness over the Government's total inaction on the question of student grants
Devin Scobie spoke to the University's most senior official on Tuesday morning, the first week
of the new term.

tak~n place on such a scale and
Edinburgh
University ,
with
approximately_ two-thirds of its
teachmg staff m the union , could
well be seriously disrupted by the
action. The Principal is a former
AUT member and strongly supports the sentiments which under
lie the action . He feels, howeve;
th~! next Wednesdats strike will
be to put 1t bluntly,Justsilly". He
adm_its that a majority in favour of
astnke was reached after a recent
ba~ot'. but points out that this
ma1onty w~s "very narrow
" What really worries me, is
what possible effect this strike 'wiii
have on a nybody. As I see the
situation which exists, academics
- like students - are immensely
frustrated for two reasons. Firstly
th_eir rates of pay , as compared
wrth the classic comparative
which is the civil service, have fallen behind . And it doesn ' t matter
whether we're talking about the
Principal, or the most recently
a ppointed assistant lecturer. The
Government bas said that comparisons are meaningless - it is
whether yo u can recruit , maintain
and motivate people. But motivation is becoming a real problem
because of the furstrations faced
-such as the immense amount of
unproductive
work
which
academics are expected to do.
Preparing reports for the UGC or

whatever.,,

that this is it." Clearly the onus
would now fall upon the individual student. lf he or she did not
wish to carry a Joan, then he
WL' uld need to raise the money in
some other way - probably by
fmdmg some part-time employment.
!Jr tlurnett believes that this
type of loans system would eliminate discrepancies between students. "I suppose the rich would
always have a bit extra money, but
what can you do about that?"'
Repayment, he sire ses. ought
to be directly related to postgraduate earnings. He cites a similar sort of loans system already
working in Sweden where there
appear" to be very few defaulters
on government-backed student
loans. Under the Principal's plan,
as in Sweden. the Government
would theoretically simply take
"on board"' unrepaid loans from
students who simply never do get
a job at high enough rate of salary
to pay anything much back.
This would get round neatly the
controversial " Dowry Syndrome··
which, the Principal feels. raises
potential obstacles to the introduction of any loans system. This
syndrome occurs when women
occasionally graduate, marry. and
then cease to earn - so failing to
repay a loan granted whilst a student.
" Now, this is almost becoming
a historical thing. because most
girls. in fact, go on now. This used
to be an objection to loans," Dr
Burnet! argued, "that many
_women marry and o their husband took over the earning. But I
think that· this is just not paying
attention to the way people operate nowadays. Very few women
now give up earning just because
they've got married if, even, they
get married anyway! The evidence that a loans system would
really discriminate against the
poorer off people, women particularly , really does not stand up
to scrutiny."

oto: Davi

ar,ow.

"But you have to have Government involvement against defaulters; but, I mean, not all students
would be defaulters! I mean,
people are not all the same, are
they? "
Britain has one of the lowest
levels of student drop-out figures
from its universities, and this has
frequently been hailed as being a
direct result of the financial independence a student grant can,
theoretically, allow. The Principal
does not think it significant that
the majority of countries which
operate a loans system have &
higher drop-out rate of students.
Dr B"urnett feels that the relatively low student drop-out rate in

Britain (about 15% compared to
somewhere like France with an
annual figure of 50-60%) is
nothing to do with funding . " It is
to do with the very high standards ," he stressed, "which we set
for entrance in Britain. Indeed
these are standards which have
been pushed higher as a result of
the relative restriction on the
number of students that we've
been able to take in, as you know,
but that's a secondary phenomenon ."
The Association of Universit}
Teachers are proposing to have a
nationwide day of action next
Wednesday. It will be the first
time that such an AUT action has

Answers
Month by Month

stood to lose £50,000 if it rained
every day in August. The sun
finally shone on the 26th.

I. Televising of the House of
Lords. Margaret Thatcher due to
her policy of making education
cuts. Sir Clive Sinclair's CS.
2. The border crossing with Gibraltar was opened. Dr Who has
been suspended J;,y the BBC for 18
months.
3. Harrods was bought by the
Egyptian Al Fayed brothers as
part of the House of Fraser Group.
4. Princess Michael of Kent by the
revelations that her father was a
member of the SS. Alcohol is now
banned in English football
grounds,
5. Mohammed Ajeeb became Britain's first black mayor of the city
of Bradford. English clubs were
banned after the Liverpool-Juventus riot in Brussels.
6. The body of Josef Mengele,
known as the Angel of Death. The
hijackers demanded the. release of
766 Shi'ite internees in Israel.

7. Greenpeace's
Rainbow
Wade.

flagship the
Warrior,
Virginia

8. Guinness made the takeover
bid. The bookies William Hill

9. The Titanic. Laura Ashley, the
British designer.

10. Knock Airport in Ireland.
11. Labour MP Brian Sedgemore.
12. Scotland football team. An
Anglo-American
agreement
regarding America's Star Wars
plan,

Sporting events
I. Boris Becker, Wimbledon
2. The Ryder Cup
30 The British Open
4. Dope-testing of players' urine
samples was introduced.
5. Eusebio Pedroza
6. He was the first player to be
sent off during a final.

Edinburgh
Universitv
I. Margo Macdonald lost to
Archie MacPherson in the Rectorial elections.
2. The Chair of Parapsychology.
3. Senator Gary Hart.
4. Jimmy Boyle supported Ricky
Demarco, an also-ran in the Rectorial elections.

Jl!e Prmc1pal feels that when
university lecturers have reached
that level of frustration, "to take a
day off work" would really serve
no purpose at all. Such action , he
feels, would play into the politicians' hands and there will be talk
of irresponsibility in the same way
that the re is talk of irresponsibility
within the teachers' profession.
The secret of a good campaign,
says Dr Burnett, is to create and
maintain a n effective campaign.
a nd in his opinion the AUT have.
not been able to do that. Citing
the 1936 Jarrow march as an
example of an "effective campai_gn", the Principal feels that
Wednesday's Day of Action will
be unsuccessful because the general public are "desensitivised" to
actions l,ke one-day strikes and
token m arches along Princes
Street.

Quotes
1. Jeffrey Archer
2 . Tina Brown writing about
Princess Diana in Vanity Fair
3. Ronald Reagan about the
Achille Laura ship-jackers

And Gloats
I. R11th Lawrence

2. Bob Geldof
3. Cricketer Ian Botham
4. Four hours 23 mins. On the
fluoridation of water.

Briefly
1. Strategic Defence Initiative
2. Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome
3. State earnings-related pension
scheme.
4. Union of Democratic Mine-workers
·

Deaths
Farnoui men who died in 1985:
l . Jock Stein
2. Philip Larkin
3. Chernenko
Famous women who died in 1985:
1. Simone Signore!
2. Noele Gordon
3. Louise Brocks
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Fistful of dollars
While the debate still goes on about the introduction of a loan system as an alternative to student
grants, Jshbel Matheson looks a· iow the loan system in the United States operates.
When _the S,ovemment md1cated its intention to introduce a
loan system as an alternallve
funding for students, vehement
objections were voiced from all
sides.
Yet st udent loans are
not a new phenomenon, _they have
existed for man~ years in several
European countries as well as the
United State~. That fact that so
many countries .favour student
loans as opposed to our system qf
grant awards would indicate that
the Joan system may have somethinggoing for it- but what, and
in whose interest?
Loan systems_are usually more
complex _than might be supposed.
It is not simply a case of borrowing
a lump smn from the state and
repaymg 1_t when the . student
fini sh~s his/her edcuat10n. In
Amenca there is only on_e guaranteed loan of $5,000 maximum per
year to any one studen~. A loan of
$5,000 each yearis not intended to
support a student through umversity. This becomes cle~r when one
considers that the estimated cost
to keep a single student at a state
university is $11,220.
There are various ways in which
the stu_dent may further supplement his mco_me. Of_ course there
are scholarships available for the
exceptionally talented student,
but for the more average student
there are other " needs-based
financial aid" measures, for exampie he may apply for other loans
such as those . given out by the
state he lives m. Disadvantaged
minorities such as blacks or
lndians are often eligible for special awards, thus dispelling the
notion that student loans help to
create a middle-class/upper-class
educational
environment.

er:iiphasis is also placed upon some
kind of work experience during
university. Work-study prng"rammes are set up where a student
works for a tax-free salary within
th~ university.
.
When students finish college or
universit~ they are obliged to pay
back their loans. This repayment
usually takes place over a fairly
long period of time and the
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authorities are reasonably flexible. Postponement of repayments
may be petitioned for if, say, the
student is unable to find employment immediately or a student
wants to get married and have
children. Technically if a student
loan is not repaid the offender
may be brought to court.
Of course it is not a perfect
world and there are some serious
deficiencies with this form of loan
system. Taking the government
loan of $5,000 first ; not all students who take out these loans
need them. Before giving out a
loan banks require a letter of
legitimate need, this indicates the
student has no recourse to other
funds such as those which liis
parents might give them. As it is
illegal in the States to demand to

see someone else's bank account,
there is no way the validity of the
student's application may be
checked - this means it "i's comparatively easy to forge a letter
indicating legitimate need. The
implications of this are obvious:
th e student gets his loan, puts ft in
the bank where it accumulates
interest, when he finishes college
he gives back the loan and keeps
the interest. But if the riclJ get
richer, ,the State gets poorer.
There has been much consternation recently in the States about
the repayments of student loans.
It has emergecl that it is comparalively easy to evade repayment of
the loan ; people move state and
cannot be traced; women get married and change their name. In
response to this trend the government has set up an agency whose
specific task is to recoup unpaid
student loans.
The problems experienced by
-ihe American Government at the
. moment may indicate where the
British Government may fall
down over student loans. Much
has been said about the ethos of
student loans ( one politician
described it as graduating with a
degree in one hand and a debt to
the state in the other) but probably the greatest difficulty will lie in
the actual formulation and
administration of student loans.
The proponents of student
loans argue that the loan system
may make a student work harder
and value his education more.
l he empnas1s on work-experience and repayment of loans, it is
suggested, may offer a more
realisticviewoflifeoutsidehigher
education establishments.

Norman fouls up
Norman Fowler's White
Paper on social security is not
the fundame ntal reform it
promised to be. The Times
described it as "a mixture of
cautious second thoughts,
minor humane adju tments
and a fai rly dogged adherence to the principles" outlined in the Green Paper six
Jacqueline
months ago,
Brown outlines the Government's decision to remove
students from the benefit system and assesses what this
will mean in real terms.

through the income support
scheme as of right. The minority
who have special needs or who
run into particular difficulty will
benefit from the social fund - a
budget given to local offices to
allow them to consider cases individually. This isa new approach to
assessing extra payments and the
White Paper states that: "it is
absurd to try to meet special circumstances ... by matching personal circumstances to a set of
legal criteria."
This humane attitude is not
continued in the Government's
decision to remain committed to

The prime aim of the Government's White Paper on social security is to simplify the ways in
which the State offers financial
support to its citizens. Presenting
the plans in mid-December, Mr
Norman Fowler, Social Security
Secretary , stated that he wished to
direct help to where it was most
needed. At present, the social security system accounts for onethird of Government spending
and there are over 30 benefits with
different requirements for eligibility.
One cornerstone of Mr
Fowler's reform package is the
replacement of sup~mentary
benefit with an income support
scheme boosted by a social fund.
The White Paper claims that previous reforms to supplementary
benefit have been "bedevilled" by
the attempt to make provision for
the special needs of individuals
and also the steady weekly income
of many.
Instead, Mr Fowler wishes
weekly payments to · be paid

3.34 The Government remain committed to the aim of set out
in the Green Paper of removing students from dependence on
social security benefits.
As a first step, we intend to simplify the arrangements for
paying housing benefit to students, and to exclude them from
egibility for unemployment benefit and supplementary benefit
during the short vacations. At the same time there will be some
adjustment in the student support grant system. These preposals will be the subject of interested bodies with a view to making changes in 1986.

such proposals will be discussed
during the readjustment of the
student support system. However
the reconsideration of students'
income has been posponed following Sir Keith Joseph ·s defeat
on the subject of student loa ns.
Mr Fowler"s recoml]jendations
mean that as students are becoming poorer they are also losing the
back-up of social benefit entitlements that other low income citizens have. The need for such
benefits is reflected in the 600 ,000
applications to the Department of
Health and Social Security every
year.

Over the past years the government has eaten away at the real
level of financial support it gives to students. Annabel Taylor
argues the case for a governmental review of the existing system of student grants.
home exceed their travel allocation. Peter Brookecall, the policy
of cuts in student financing "rough
In December 1984 Sir Keith justice". Perhaps "injustice..
Joseph promised a review of the would be more accurak.
In 1983 an EUSA survey
existing system of student financial support. By December 1985 showed that 46 per cent of final
no such reviews has matrerialised year students had overdrafts. The
Apparently the present administ- grant. now worth approximate ly
ration is reluctant to tackle the £200 less than it was then, an indiinevitably controversial issue dur- catio n either of government irresing the run-up to the General ponsibility or possibly of a delibElection, and not unreasonably erate policy to force student,
i07 Pledged , according to DES
further and further intyo debt.
Minister Mr Peter Brooke, to a until the proposal of official stupolicy of finding savings within dent loan, would be a relief.
the education budget , the governIn view of the inadequacy of the
ment is committed to further cuts present level of support. the
in student financing, that is, to administration's suggestion that
reducing the already inadequate students be made ineligible for
level of support, to encouraging Housing Benefit is simply
the erosion of independence unrealislic. Rates and rents have
implicit in the system of parental increased to the extent that houscontribution: and to undermining ing costs can amount to 73 per
the concept of equal access to cent of the student grant. At the
edcuation: a tricky electoral plat- moment costs in excess of£ 15. 75
form.
per week ca n be reclaimed. If that
The need for a review is a mat- facility is to be 11bolished the basic
ter of some urgency. The system grant must be reassessed accordof Student Financial Support ingly. similarly. if students are to
(SFS) is , to borrow the Principal's be
made
ineligible
for
expression, a shambles. When Supplementary Benefit during the
maintenance grants were first summer, the system of SFS must
introduced in 1953 , the level of be altered to compensate for the
support was set at a deliberate loss of income , as the standard
minimum, the intention being maintenance grant is not calcuthat the recipients would supple- lated to cover the long vacations.
ment their income through sumThe parental contribution
mer jobs, and that a good career scheme is another major source of
at the end of it all would make the injustice and hardship. (The 1962"
suffering worth while - the old Anderson Committee, on whose
"'jam tomorrow·· argument. How- recom111endations the existing
ever. in 1985 that "minimum·· has awards scheme was set up. advofallen 17 per cent in real terms cated rejection of the parental
si nce 1979 and it is no longer pos- contribution system.) It forces
ible to assume that a student will students to remain dependent
find vacation work. let alone a upon their parents and encourproper job after graduating.
ages financial hardship. The
The level of support for stu- EUSA estimate 80 per cent of the
dents for the I 985-86 session is 70 per cent of students who
simply inadequate. A standard receive parental contribution do
maintenance allowance of £1. 775 not get the full amount. Yet the
for an academic year of 30 weeks government have systematicallv
three days is intended to cover increased the scale of contribution
board and lodgings, books. equip- to the extent that 50.000 students
ment. materials. and stationery .. have been deprived of even
including typing etc .. an allo- minimum awards. The practice of
wance of £50 for travel. pocket covenanting the contribution promoney . clothing, laundry and dry moted by the government IO ease
cleaning and an allowance for the financial burden on the
maintenance during short vaca- parents extends the inequality of
tions.
the
system
still
further.
Students from England. Wales Covenanted income is taxable. so
and Northern Ireland receive a ihat a student supported by deed
basic grant of £1.825. but this of covenant can only supplement
generosity is misleading as th at his income up to the level of
figure is calcu.lated to include a £2.205 (the single person"s allotravel allowance of £160. Raising wance). Any subsequent earnings
the allocation for travel from £50 will not o nlv be taxed. thev will
to £160 is nothing morte than a also affect ·,he tax rebate· that
ploy to abolish travel allowances could otherwise be claimed. An
(since it would be hard to exceed SEO or LEA award is non-taxa£160 on three return fares. by tht ble income. so that students in
cheapest means of transport. any- receipt of these might earn up to
where within the UK); the £2.205 before paying tax .
maintenance award has not been
Evidently the situation is un
increased correspondingly. It is satisfactorv and the level of sup,
also complete ly unjustified in port for 'students is far from
view of the findings of the recent adequate. Sir Keith Joseph·s faiNUS survey into undergraduate lure to produce the badly needed
income and expenditure. the review and hi6 proposals to find
authority of which is recognised further cuts within the education
by the DES. that 47 per cent of budget indicate an unwillingness
students living at home and 32 per to face tip to realitv.
cent of students living away from

Opinion

an extract from the White Pape~
"removi ng students from dependence on social security benefits.··
From 1988 students will not qualify for benefits during the short
vacations. The Government also
intends to "simplify" the arrangements for paying housing benefit
to students. This will probably
mean that a rent rebate will be
paid during short vacations as
opposed to housing benefit. With
the reduction of at least £15-75
every wee!c, students will lose
over £100 a year.
The White Paper states that

The White paper was presented
in the same week as Sir Keith
Joseph announced a 2% rise in the
student grant. With the rate of
inflation currently standing at 6%
this effectively means a loss of
around £50 a year.
EUSA's Education and Welfare'Officer Ms. Jill Troop stated
that "The Government are seeking to remove students permanently from claiming benefits and
the proposal of student loans has
not been dropped . There will be
less money right across the table .··
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We are not looking for TALENTED YOUNG WRITERS who
think that they have SOMETHING TO SAY to the rest of the student
world. This could be the only chance for all you AIRHEAD and
WASTERS who feel that they are being UNFAIRLY TREATED to
get your IRRELEVANT RAMBLINGS in print. The rest of this
paper is BULGING with inspired GENIUS of the highest order and
the Inside Back Page wants to put all this into PERSPECTIVE.
So if you have artitles of WORTH and QISTINCTION. send them
home to your mothers. We seek writings of a different CALIBRE.
contributions should be handed in to the Inside Back Page, 48 The
Pleasance ( 1st floor) .
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Review of '8 5

1985 was the year when David Steel welcomed ''the next President of the United States",
Senator Gary Hart, to Edinburgh University. It was the year when Archie MaCPherson went
from being an ex-headmaster and current football commentator to Rector and ex-football commentator (albeit temporary). 'Prince Philip, the University Chancellor, gave an interview to
Student, as did the ~incipal, Dr. John Burnett, who warned that the University faces the
threat of closure as a result of cuts in government spending. Alan Young reviews Edinburgh
University's 1985.

The year ended with the Principal warning about the prospect of
closure facing the University, just
as it had started with the
announcement that the Union
houses were going to close more
often. Former Union President
Hilary O ' Neill declared that the
decision to shut .s ome of the
houses some of the time was ·"not
simply a question of the Association trying to save money".
Charles Fishburne, Permanent
Secretary of the Students' Association, said that "the new opening
arrangements" were designed to
make entry to regular weekly
Union entertainments free.
Dr Burnett told Student in
December that the proposals of

Who did what where in 1985? Before
you let the dust settle on the past year
check your memory in this quiz about
recent events.

Month by
Month

1. Which peershow took place in
January? Who was not awarded a
rectorship could be obtained by won the election for Secretary by second degree by her old univerthe closing date for nominations. arguing that EUSA General sity? What was launched in this
fhe Mandela for Rector cam· Meetings required " more stu- month and described as a "cul?aign said that Mandela's nomi- dents to come a nd be encouraged tural shock for the motorist"?
nation form was intercepted by- to speak", and by beating John 2. Which gateway did Spain
Swinney , who many saw as the unlock in February after 16 years?
the South African government .
By this time three other candi- ,outstanding candidate of the Which doctor was- suspended in
dates had joined the rectorial entire election even though he this month ?
race: Edinburgh artist Richard didn 't win . Donald Pollock
3. Which famous London store
IJemarco;
Conservative MP became
Treasurer,
having
Teddy Taylor; and Archie Mac- pointed out that "EUSA is was bought by two Egyptian
Pherson . Most people assumed experiencing financial difficulty" . brothers in March ? Which superthat he was a football commen- Devlin , Elwin , Foy and Pollock- power leader died?
tator, and not much else. It were elected on May 9th and 4. Which royal was embarrassed
·e merged during the campaign that speculation as to their successors by her father? Where was the sale
of alcohol banned in England?
he had deep roots in education, started immediately.
and had maintained involvement
Edinburgh University attracted 5. In May , which city got Briin the issue as his career blos- ·some distinguished speakers (n tain's first black mayor? Wh y
somed. He declared at the
1985. On a cold Saturday in were English football clubs banstart of the rectorial campaign January, US Senator Gary Hart ned by the FA from European
competition next season?
6. The body of which "angel" is
thought to have been found in
June? What did the hijackers of
the TWA flight held for 30 days
demand in exchange for their SO
hostages?
7. Which " warrior" was sabot·
aged in New Zealand in July?
Which British player bowed out of
Wimbledon?
.8. Which beer company made a
takeover bid for the Famous
Grouse in August? Why were the
bookies relieved that the sun
shone on the 26th?
9. Which British legend was
located in the Atlantic during September? Who was the designer of
"fashionable romance" who died
during this month?
JO. In October , what international airport was opened in Ireland?
JI. Which Labour MP was suspended from the House of Commons after a row with Nigel Lawson?
12. Who got to Mexico via Melbourne? What kind of alliance did
Mrs Thatcher sign with the USA
which angered the USSR?

Sporting

events
1. Youngest winner a nd first
unseeded champion. Who and
what?
Sending out the old, bringing in the new . Archie MacPherson nanked by his
predecessor David Steel.

the Univer ity Grants Committee
that universities should imple·ment an annual 2 per cent expenditure cutback '·posed a serious
thr<!!t to every university in Britain. There will not be a single university by 1990 whose cumu lative
debts do not exceed its reserves.
That is a rather fancy way of saying we ·11 all be broke. ··
1985 was the year of two election campaigns. The annual circus
of sabbat ical-hu nters in the Students· Association elections in
May was matched last year by a
rectorial election. David Steel's
three-year term of office was
over; a successor was required.
tsroadcaster and former SNP
MP Margo MacDonald was the
first to declare her candidature .
Then Nelson Mandela, leader of
the Afrjcan National Congress
imprisoned in South Africa,
seemed to emerge as her first
opponent, but later the University
rejected his candidature on the
grounds that the signature o(
neither Mandela nor his lawyer
agreemg to be nominated for the

that if the election became dull he
would e nliven it by proposing a
knighthood for Aberdeen man•
ager Alex Ferguson '. His meetings
were well attended , but they were
not football-laced speeches. Mr
MacPhe rson spoke about education with enough conviction and
knowledge to win the election .
Margo MacDonald was second;
the other two nowhere.
Ms MacDonald might not have
won , but at least she ran. and in so
doing was the only woman to do
so in the major elections of 1985 .
The four sabbatical jobs up for
grabs in the Students· Association
elections were contested by men
only. With the help of Dennis
Taylor , Barry McGuigan and Pat
Jennings, Mike Devlin made it a
great year for the Irish by winning
the Presidency of EUSA. He
declared that he wanted to "demystify" the Association and
"maintain a high public profile".
Harry Elwin announced that he
had "experience, enthusiasm a nd
commitment", and he was elected
as Devlin's Deputy. Robbie Foy

Photo: David Yarrow

att racted many more than a full
house to the George Square
Theatre to hear him speak on -the
subject of "Europe a nd America:
Living Together? ". He told his
audience that "our task is to manage change. offer our people
goals, not memories. and we must
speak to them not of the 1940s but
of the 21st century'·.
University Chancellor Prince
Philip paid a visit to Edinburgh in
July , and for the first time in his 33
years as Chancellor he gave Studem an interview. He said that as
Chancellor he .could " provide a
sort of shoulder for the ViceChancellor to cry on occasion·aIJy". Of the shift towards
technological education, at the
expense of the humanities, the
Chancellor said , "I think the
problem really is that we are still
living through a period where
people seem to think that everything can be solved by technology.
Io the end , however, what is going
to make the difference between
communities is human relationships and human behaviour. "

2. Which cup finally came back to
Europe in September?

6. What distinction did Kevin
Moran earn in the Cup Final
mafch
between
Manchester
United and Everton?

Edinburgh
University
1. Which " blonde bombshell lost
to a BBC colleague in March?
2 . Which paranormal chair took
off a t Edinburgh Ulniversity in
October?
3. Name the American senator
who made a heartfelt visit to Edinburgh University at the beginning
of 1985.

4. How did Scotland's most
wanted man lend his support in the
Recto rial elections.

Quotes ...
1. Who said, "! was unemployed
with debts of £400,000. I know
what being unemployed is like"?
2. "She disregarded her private
advisers at Vogue and belly-flop'.'"
ped in the fashion press when she
emerged in a repertoire of heine·
ous hats. " Which royal is being
criticised here?
J. Which world leader said:
"They can run but they can't
hide"? To whom was he referring?

.And Gloats,
1. Which 13-year-old got her first
from Oxford after only two years
study?
2. Who organised the largest
charitable event ever?
3. Which sportsman walked the
longest marathon?
4. Ivan Lawrence made the
longest Commons filibuster this
century. How long was it ?

Briefly
These acronyms were much in the
news in 1985. What do they stand
for?
1. SOT
2. AIDS
3. SERPS
4. UDM

Deaths
Of famous men who died during
this year who were:
1. The Big Man?
2. A Hull librarian and an also·
ran for the post of poet laureate?
interim
3. Russia's · second
leader?

3. Which championship was
Sandy Lyle the first Briton to since
Jacklin?
4. Which compulsory test was
introduced in the world professional snooker championship in
April?
5. Who did Barry McGuigan
defeat to become World Featherweight Champion? ·

Of famous women who died , who

were:
·1. French film star and rival of
Marilyn Monroe?
2. Meg Richardson in Gros·

sroad.s?
3. Was preferred to Marlene
Deitrich for Pandora's Box?
Ans'fers on Pg 16
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~ Hastings ready for battle?

Many of the berths in conjecture are to be decided in favour of the ienior player: scrum half being a
case in point.
Photo: Ddve Yarron·

As a morale-boosting and tain, David Leckie, talked of Hast
ings strength ·and surprising speed
selection assisting exercise.
Saturday's rugby trial proved for a player of his build and predicted an international future.
to be a positive disaster with Never did he believe that the stuthe Scotland Junior XV
dent would be in contention for
humiliating their illustrious Peter Dodd's job the same seaopponents, with unashamed son . Hastings had a disappointing
delight. If trials are judged in - Varsity match and many are
the tidings they bear for the apprehensive about his ability to
cope with the high ball. However
long term future, however,
he must ·soon be preferred to a
much satisfaction should be
dour Peter Dodd's who was comtaken from one of those occapletely outshone in every departsions that leaves all concerned
ment of the game (including pensomewhat embarrassed'.
alty kicking) by HastiJgs last
Saturday.
On the premise tliat spectators
who attend trial games are the
genuine rugby epthusiasts, who
shout with the conviction derived
from regular league ?ttendance
and not from the parochial view
ascertained from regurgitated
Norman Mair then their attitude
mu·st be of significance. It was evident from the start that those in
the three quarters full new stand
saw the remedy to Scotland's 1984
hangover in the introduction of
fresh talent and encouraged their
Junior team accordingly. Bloated
with success and attention the
Grand Slam team have lost much
of their appetite; the dainty backs
of years passed are now essentially stale. The traditional trial
excuse that the B team have all to
win and nothing to lose is redun·
dant purely because of the nature
of the 10-41 defeat. The lessons of
Saturday are more profound than
basic underdog psychology.

·

Gavin Hastings

Gavin's brother Scott of Watsonian 's also played with much zest
at centre and so provoked the fascinating possibility that Scotland's
The fevered exhortations of the challenge coµld soon be assisted
·masses in particular concentrated by two relative newcomers from
on_ Gavin Hastings, the Cam- the same Edinburgh family. Cerbnd~e University Captain and the tainly Scott Hastings was seen to
leadmg rebel in the junior victory. outshine Keith Robertson whose
His surging runs from his own play was often too intricate for the
twenty two were an inspiration to team's own good. Another Watsothe team and the 22 points he nian understudy, Stuart Johnston
amassed are ample proof of the - was to outpoint his opposite
the role he must play in Scotla·nd's number Roy Laidlaw with a series
f?ture . After Cambridge Univer- of instinctive runs that embarrassity had demoralised a Scottish singly exposed the frailties of
lJniversity Select on a pre season the international side's defence.
tour, last year's University Cap- Five Nation matcnes do however

provide a differing context and
many of the berths -in conjecture
are therefore likely to be decided
in favour of the senior player;
Scotland's half backs being a case
in point.

~ Ousted
Strathclyde 15

Lord knows why this match
was played under floodlights,
but perhaps in the end it was
quite appropriate: a sombre
atmosphere for a sombre
occasion. Having won the
Universities' Cbampi'onship
two years in a row, Edinburgh conceded the 1985/86
title 15 to 7 to a Strathclyde
team who clearly wanted it
- more. In the end, that is what
The ~enior second and_ b_ack• it boiled down to.

The situation is no clearer in the
scrummage with Ian Milne ·uninfluential and Colin Deans lacking
the
confidence
of
ol.d.
Encouraged by his exuberant followers in the new stand
Boroughmuir's Norrie Rowan did
his chances no harm in the junipr
side while Oavid Sole at loose head
more than held Ian Milne.

rows .will remam largely m the
fore but more through the lack of
suitable alternatives than their
In part mitigation it might be
own early season form . Neverthe- said that being caught in the Glasless two intriguing questions will gow rush-hour and arriving with
be answered in this morning's pap- half an hour to spare is not the
ers. Firstly will the selectors per- ·best preparation, but Edinburgh
sist with Jim Calder, the darling of started well and although Cerri
the 1984 Scottish rugby book. James missed an early penalty
industry , or replace him . with chance, after ten minutes Colin
Stewarts Melville FP colleague : Dempster sprinted past the
and twin Finlay, ancfsecondly will Strathclyde cover defence to score
David Leslie return to the side at a fine try. However, although
the expense of John Jeffrey who Edinburgh extended their lead to
had a particularly disappointing seven points with an excellent
trial game? Mimicking an athletic penalty kick from Simon Bums
traffic warden , Leslie even on his · which bounced over off the post,
return has the ability to be at the Strathclyde were beginning to.
right place at the right time . Such command the game , and this was
a profitable talent cannot be over- particularly noticeable in the forlooked.
.ward battle. The Edinburgh
scrum found itself wheeled and
driven, and in the line-outs the
Scotland's future in both the Strathclyde lock forward , Richard
long and short term lies in the con- Castleton, dominated, giving his
trol of the selectors and hopefully team perhaps the only clean ball
they will recognise this responsi- anyone saw during the whole
bility with distinction by choosing evening. The Strathclyde pressure
a side that looks to ·the future and .soon paid off when Bruce Miller,
forgets ·the past. Scotland on the the scrum-half, made a fine break
evidence of Saturday cannot hope round the back of the scrum t<i
to win more tlian the Calcutta Cup force a five-yard scrum from
this year, but by establishing the which Strathclyde were awarded a
likes of the Hastings in the side penalty try when Warnock put his
a bright new future may soon be hands on the ball as Strathclyde
realised. In any case, the Calcutta were driving over. Have we seen
him doing this before? Number
Cup is enough for most.
David Yarrow ten Durican Cameron converted,

Edinburgh 7
but ar half-time Edinburgh still
led by one point.
The lead soon changed hands,
though , in the second half when
Cameron put over a good drop
kick to put his team 9 to 7 up. and
from then on Strathclyde began to
play with mounting confidence
and commitment, two qualities
which Edinburgh sadly lacked ,
although it must be said that the
back division defended resolutely. However, they were forced
to run their own scrappily won
possession from deep in their own
territory, and although this sometimes produced exciting play,
especially from-Simon Burns. it
was rarely productive. Edinburgh
still had chances to recapture the
lead , notably from a long penalty
kick by Cerri James which hit the
crossbar. but it was becoming
increasingly clear that play was
breaking down in every quarter;
there was no clean ball from either
the set scrum or the line-out and
despite the efforts pf the bacl"'
row, especially John Douglas as
captain, most of the loose ball was
won by a Strathclyde pack which
just seemed to be trying harder.
Two converted penalty kicks
towards the end of the match put
Strathclyde in a commanding position 15 to 7, leaving Edinburgh
needing to score twice in the last
ten minutes, and accurately
reflecting the run of play. When
the final whistle went the Glasgow
supporters rather obnoxiously
insisted on ,oaring various
phrases loudly(! couldn't understand a word - is this a foreign
language?), the Edinburgh sup·
porters tried their best to hide in
the shadows, and one was left
reflecting that it is no use taking
superiority for granted: one has to
•
prove it occasionally_,
Marc.Lambert
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]ntra-mural
Football
Edinburgh's football really
is enjoying a new lease of life
at the moment with Hearts
topping the Premier Divisi~n
and equaJly exciting football
being played regularly on
Wednesdays and Saturdays
by our own intra-mural participants.

been badly affected by the
weather. The league is run over
ths: two terms and at present
Inverleith Forest and Centiere intra-mural hockey n.
San Rocco are vying for the top Game played, on the sabbath
spot, with Morning Sickness and ' pm, with ball and, not so curDynamo Upholstery in hot pur- ved as they used to be, sticks
suit.
on field, ice, super turf etc.,

Hockey

Thanks must go to Charlie between goals and persons of
Grant for organising the five-a- mixed age, sex, ability, hair
side tournament in November , of colour, sense of direction etc.
which there will be another on
Sunday 9th February at 12.30 pm
The above is an alternative
Wednesday football
in the Pleasance. Finally thanks definition of the latest , most up
As always the atmosphere has must go to Margaret Scott in the front, cu rrent in (even more so
been both competitive and PE Dept. for her co-operation in than yellow sca rves. barbers etc)
friendly with the First Division difficult sit uations and to Alice trendy etc. activity that has hit EU
proving to be a particularly close and Irene, in the Sports Union in academic year 1985/86.
ruo affair. In the Premier Divi- Office for their syping and supsion there was some disparity in port.
There are least 165 students
the ability of the eight teams and it
James Dobie who dp know that-Sunday exists
was decided to relegate all three
before 4 pm . Some five or six , v.
of the weakest contenders - ·
cold , pale,' sunny Sunday afterAgrics, Chemical Engineers and
noons, this term saw the deterThe Warriors . With no disrespect
mined, the not-so-determined ,
to the teams commitment scores
The Intra-Mural Badmin- the half-hearted , the bleary eyed
of 15-0 and 20-4 are not much fun
ton
Leagues have once again and even the shut eyed, making
for either side involved. At the
way doggedly , in the direcmet
with enormous success, their
top of the division Anthill Mob
tion of Peffermill its just a pity its
had a brief moment of glory top· fuelled by the· enthusiasm of so far away.
ping the table after two games, participants and measured by
The most notable hammering
only to be defeated 7-1 by Law- all fixtures bar two being
of the term was taken in good
soc. Turner Trendies held Lawsoc played.
spirit - the Chinese team were
to a l-1 draw early in the season
and therefore the championship
All players have been taking spotted falling off the pitch amid
decider was to be between Cowan the true 'non-competitive' and peals of hysterical ... laughter ,
Casuals and Lawsoc with the lat- friendly spirit of the matches to the victors, were quietly smug
ternecding to win. Lawsocindeed heart - apart from that occa- (hardly surprising; score was 8-0!)
were 3-1 ahead at half time-but a sional neeting moment of despair The D,;.ntists are not alone in their
spirited comeback by Cowan when you realise you've just lost drill wielding aggression, the
ensured a 3-3 draw and their again. However from every tour- Baird Backsides - obviously not
Championship title was secured. nament must emer)!e a winner. a side to be tangled with- have a
Fudge provided many close games and last terin the Premier Leqg,ue couple of deep, throaty growlers
and almost pulled off a shock title went to Lawsoc A who of encouragement in their number
result in only losing 3-4 to Lawsoc. remained undefeated. Apart from (are there post-defeat whippings
ln the first division virtually any that, the Premier League was for lousy players?)
team could have been promoted closely contested with GG
From the table below - 'res
with games usually being low scor- Groupies finishing runner up and
ing and very close. Stiffs and the Industrial Society (n third pos- ipsa loquitar' - or Lawsoc are at
Aardvarks both looked hopeful at ition . Teviot and Comsoc A were the top again - "because her that
runs it is biased". These are.
times but Stiffs forfeited two relegated to the Fist Division .
genuinely, all the results l have at
games thus scuppering their
The First Division was won by the moment , J hope to be, given a
chances and Aa rdvarks held three
teams to draws but hwere just Lawsoc B who gain promotion few more at this weeks captains
unable to find the winning touch along with runner up Engsoc A to meeting, where any of the "we
regularly. Baird Pistols and the the Premier League. Perhaps want the points. we were here
Raiders both had rather inconsis- Lawsoc B can knock their ' big first " " but we were thare at the
tent seasons while CIA just man- brother' Lawsoc A of their perch, right time will 11 players and 11
aged to avoid relagation in favour in the spring term. The First Divi- sticks," problems can be resolved.
Joanna Goodburn
of Brush Borders and Economics sion must have witnessed a few
Society. At the top Teviot Row nailbiting matches with Comsoc B
Rowdies, Maximum Grant and eventually losing out to comsoc C NB: Anyone interested in offerDrever's Dribblers were prom- on a games lost difference , result- ing theirhockey playing skills , or
oted with the title going to ing in relegation to the Second otherwise, to teams who are short
Maximum Grant in the last game Division along with the luckless of players, please contact Joanna
Industrial Society B team (now Good burn 556 0430.
when they defeated Orever's ~::i.
withdrawn) .
The Second Division was badly
hit by the weather and teams only
In the Second Division. newCurrent League Positions
got five outings though the comers Chemsoc won the title,
impressivechampions. Comsoc. who are promoted along with run- Team
Games Won Lose Draw Points
P1ayed
played only four and yet still won ners up Engsoc B and Bairn
the championship on goal differ- Inshes to the First Division. It is Lawsoc
Mylne·scoun
ence over Solripe No Stars, the encouraging to see three new Country
Dance
other promoted team. Unfortu- teams jo\ning the IM Badminton Oemis1s
Ecoooc
nat~ the division may be badly in the spring term , who will start No.
Two·s
hit by weather again this term but off in the Second Division , bring- Commsoc
Mcdi~ I
we will hope for the best.
ing the total number of teams Dyntimocs
composing the leagues up to 21. Ewingl-luuse
Agrics
Weekend football
All that remains is to wish them all BairdB'sidcs
The Weekend League. consist- the best of luck for the matches Chinese
Mcdiall
ing of 10 teams : has been run effi: ahead.
The ElecShccp
cicntly by Pat Gaffney but has also
Andy Main

RUNNING

GORETEX SUITS
VESTS and SHORTS
SHOES (Seleeted Model~
Eg, HI-TEC SILVER SHA

- LES8 15%
- LES8 25%
- LEH 25%'

.:'ere £ 19_99 -

£14.911

FOOTBALL

I SCOTUNO TRACK SUITS NOW N

FOOTBALL BOOTS
TRAINING SHOES

STOCKI

I

- 25% OFF lleleclecl - 25% OFF - - - ·
wer~ £20.99

~h~~~i ~~J'~s
SQUASH

-~0:.~.

-SJ

DUNLOP MAX 500GS
MRP £69.99 Price £411.19
DUNLOP BLACK MAX
MRP £64 99 Sele...,_ £49.119
DUNLOP RAPIER
MRP £59.99 Sale Prke £44.119
Pl.US HI..N:JREDS OF OTHER

Badminton

The PE Department has undertaken a new venture with the publication of Vol. I of "The PleaThe annual "Superstars" competition will take place on January
19th. This year competitors will
have the choice of 5 sports from 8.
Budding athletes and sports
heroes can get further details and
entry forms from the Sports
Union Office.

PE Dept. Director, it is intended
that one issue be produced a year
at a cost of £4 to subscribers. The
Review contains articles by many
of the PE staff and renects a wide
range of interests and activities.

CROSSWORD

I. Renamed - al with American coin
gives sound building (7, 6)
8. Initially Under Defenders of Freedom in South Africa ([I, I, t)
9. Allow the French bean around (6)
IO. See I3 Across
·1t. Sterling poet's first name (4)
13 and 10. He 's lived with infernal
female (3-5)
14. University bigwigs' maid gives profits for de beers (8)
tS. Get nil returns for old coin (6)
16. Latin and French? (2)
18. Not green but blue, traditionally

42. Tenancy agreement for painter's

I. I' m Ken Devil! (4, 6)
2. Faraday gets active? (7)
3. Able to name Middle Eas te rn cou n·
try with no French (7)
4. Nazi murderer plays board ga me at
the peed of light (5)
S. Negative answer at the Department
of the Environment gives you th e
hump (4)
6. Transforming e lectrical charge:,
with urn , that is (JO)
7. Short of fender - guaranteed to
upset (6)
9. With regard to a period o f time (3)
12. Get in a tizz about a small spot ! (3)
17. Queer togs-that'shorriblel (9)°
19. You won't find these in l Across(?)
20. Spare him the angelic choir (8)
21. Band Aid 's forgotten hero (3)
22. Pollock porridge is this consistently
(9)
24. C heap spar for has-beens (5-4)
26. Cor! ls this Hamlet 's courtier? (5)
30. We rush to get to the middle (2)
32. Invisible emanation produced by
gold Egyptian god (4)
33. Nods at Oxbridge teachers (4)
35. Ada gets shortened · to form a
proverb (5)
41 and 43 Across. Chi nese shellfish take·
. away (3, 7, 5, 4)

studio (5)
43. See 4 t Down

Compiled by Graham Lindsay

(12)

23.
25.
27.
28.
29.
' 31.
34.
36.

37.

38.
39.

40.
41.

-~·

sance Review: Sport and Edcucation" . Edited by Alan Chainey ,

French gold (2)
Bookworm with ringworm ? (10)
Ibsen's birds (non-sexist) (8)
French birth before marriage (3)
Promotion on the ladder (4, 2)
Backward German article (3)
ls anti-apartheid continental? (4)
Burnt remains of tree (3)
Conventional practice without prestige (3)
Hideo ut in EastE11ders (3)
Change my direction in Turin(!, 4)
American state from high French
(4)
Fat man 's radio frequency? (I, J)

